PUBLIC INTEREST ORGANIZATION ACTION
INTRODUCTION
Each regulatory agency of California government hears from
those trades or industries it respectively affects. Usually organized
through various trade associations,
professional lobbyists regularly
formulate positions, draft legislation and proposed rules, and provide information as part of an ongoing agency relationship. These
groups usually focus on the particular agency overseeing a major
aspect of their business. The current activities of these groups are
reviewed as a part of the summary
discussion of each agency, infra.
There are, in addition, a number of organizations which do not
represent a profit-stake interest in
regulatory policies. These organizations advocate more diffuse interests-the taxpayer, small business owner, consumer, environment, future. The growth of regulatory government has led some of
these latter groups to become advocates before the regulatory agencies of California, often before
more than one agency and usually
on a sporadic basis.
Public interest organizations
vary in ideology from the Pacific
Legal Foundation to Campaign
California. What follows are brief
descriptions of the current projects
of these separate and diverse
groups. The staff of the Center for
Public Interest Law has surveyed
approximately 200 such groups in
California, directly contacting most
of them. The following brief descriptions are only intended to summarize their activities and plans
with respect to the various regulatory agencies in California.

ACCESS TO JUSTICE
FOUNDATION/VOTER REVOLT
3325 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 550
Los Angeles, CA 90010
(213) 383-9618

Access to Justice Foundation (AJF) is
a nonprofit, nonpartisan citizen advocacy
organization established to inform the
public about the operation of the legal
system; provide independent, objective
research on the protection accorded citizens by laws; and guarantee citizens of
California access to a fair and efficient
system of justice.

In 1988, AJF and its campaign committee-the Voter Revolt to Cut Insurance Rates-sponsored and qualified
Proposition 103, the only one of four
competing insurance reform initiatives
approved by the electorate in the November 1988 election.
AJF publishes a bimonthly report,
Citizens Alliance, on citizens' rights issues and actions at the local, state, and
federal levels. Legislative, judicial, and
administrative activities which impact on
the public justice system and the exercise of citizens' rights are a major focus
of the organization's research and educational activities. AJF is funded by grants
and individual memberships.
MAJOR PROJECTS:
On August 15, Voter Revolt praised
Insurance
Commissioner
John
Garamendi's announcement ordering
$2.5 billion in Proposition 103-required
premium rollbacks to auto, homeowner,
business, and liability insurance policyholders. In his announcement, Garamendi
outlined new emergency rollback regulations--called "historic" by Voter Revolt and "Alice in Wonderland" by the
insurance industry-which are sure to be
the subject of another industry lawsuit.
Voter Revolt Chair Harvey Rosenfield
said his group would press for larger
rollbacks from individual companies and
is prepared to defend the rollback formula against further legal maneuvers by
the insurance companies.
However, Marz Garcia, Governor
Wilson's new director of the Office of
Administrative Law, blocked Garamendi's rebate order on September 3 by
ruling that no "emergency" exists to justify urgency adoption of the regulations
without full-blown public hearings.
Garamendi immediately appealed to Wilson, urging him to overrule Garcia.
Garamendi emphasized to Governor Wilson that the 1989 California Supreme
Court decision upholding Proposition
103 authorizes him to issue regulations
on rates and rebates. Governor Wilson
had until October 7 to rule on
Garamendi's appeal.
On September 5, Commissioner
Garamendi shocked Voter Revolt and
others when he released a proposal for
no-fault auto insurance reform legislation. During this year's legislative battle
over SB 941 (Johnston), Garamendi had
taken no position on the issue, instead
attempting to mediate the dispute between no-fault proponents (Senator Pat
Johnston, Consumers Union, Public Advocates, and the insurance industry) and
opponents (Voter Revolt, Ralph Nader,
Assembly Speaker Willie Brown, and
the California Trial Lawyers Associa-
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tion). (See CRLR Vol. 11, No. 3 (Summer 1991) pp. 23, 33, and 128 for exteninformation.)
sive
background
Garamendi said his proposal is patterned
after New York's no-fault system, and
claimed it would prevent most accident
claims from clogging the court system,
cut rates by 10% for all drivers, and
allow anyone to purchase a no-frills
policy for $325 per year. Garamendi
called on the legislature to act quickly
on his plan before it adjourned for the
year. The proposal went to a joint conference committee for hearings in early
September, but the opposition quickly
mobilized. Speaker Brown rejected the
plan and said it has no chance of passing
in the Assembly. Senator Bill Lockyer,
chair of the special insurance conference
committee and a no-fault opponent, cancelled a scheduled September 6 hearing
on the issue, stating that auto insurance
reform is too complex to deal with in the
last few days of the session.
Harvey Rosenfield immediately criticized Garamendi's plan, saying, "We are
shocked that an insurance commissioner
elected by the people has adopted the
position advocated by the insurance industry and repudiated by the voters in
1988 by a 3-1 margin." Ralph Nader
called Garamendi a "political windmill,"
and intimated that Garamendi is simply
attempting to curry favor with the industry in preparation for his expected 1994
gubernatorial campaign against Pete Wilson, who has already announced his support for a no-fault solution to the state's
auto insurance woes.
On September 23, Nader and
Rosenfield intensified their attack on the
growing no-fault movement by releasing a study indicating that the insurance
industry-which favors no-fault-spent
over $19 million in lobbying during 1989
and 1990, not including campaign contributions to legislators or the cost of its
attorneys engaged in anti-Proposition
103 litigation. "The insurance industry's
massive resources have been used primarily to lobby for the passage of nofault and encourage state officials to join
with the industry to undermine Proposition 103," said Rosenfield at a Sacramento news conference. In contrast, the
California Trial Lawyers Associationwith which Nader and Rosenfield are
aligned in their fight against no-faultspent only $1.8 million.
In an August 23 Los Angeles imes
commentary, Rosenfield and Joel Fox,
president of the Howard Jarvis Taxpayers Association, warned against legislative curbs on the initiative process,
which they called the "tool of direct democracy." The two noted that since the
November 1990 election, when 28
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initiatives appeared on the ballot, a torrent of bills have been introduced to "reform" the initiative process. Rosenfield
and Fox said legislators attempt to justify their attack on the initiative process
with claims that the public believes that
too many initiatives are being qualified
for the ballot and that they are too complex-or that "special interests" exercise too much control over initiatives.
"Wrong!" Rosenfield and Fox responded
in their commentary. "Legislators love
the initiative process when it serves their
own purposes. Of the 28 measures on
the ballot last November, 22 were sponsored by legislators or elected officials.
And we didn't hear lawmakers grumbling about the process when they placed
a measure on the June 1990 ballot that
contained a hidden mechanism for increasing their salaries," Rosenfield and
Fox wrote. "What the public is truly fed
up with is its elected officials who spend
so much time catering to special interests that important legislation cannot be
passed, making it necessary for citizens
to resort to the initiative process."
Rosenfield and Fox said the initiative
process should be improved-but with
an eye toward its expansion rather than
its restriction. They suggested creation
of "advisory" and "indirect" initiative
systems (similar to the legislative resolution), which offer voters the opportunity
to express grievances while not actually
creating a law, and at the same time invite the legislature to participate in the
process. However, these reforms should
not be considered a substitute for the
direct initiative system, the two activists
noted. "The people must retain the power
to bypass a recalcitrant Legislature with
the right to make their own laws."
In other action this summer, Voter
Revolt called an August 21 news conference to blast state Attorney General Dan
Lungren for taking more than $87,000 in
campaign contributions from insurance
companies over the past fifteen years$64,550 of which was given to Lungren
in the past eighteen months. Harvey
Rosenfield also accused Lungren of undermining the legal defense of Proposition 103 at the behest of the insurance
industry, because Lungren refused to approve
Insurance
Commissioner
Garamendi's decision to hire two contract attorneys to continue the defense of
the initiative in industry-initiated litigation. The two lawyers-Fred Woocher
and Michael Strumwasser-previously
served as special assistants to former Attorney General John Van de Kamp, and
headed up the AG's legal team in vigorous defense of Proposition 103. After
they left state service for private practice
in 1990, Garamendi hired them on an

independent contractor basis at rates far
exceeding those payable to Department
of Insurance attorneys. In May, Lungren
refused to approve Garamendi's proposed
renewal of the contracts, contending that
Woocher and Strumwasser violated state
"revolving door" laws which prohibit
former state employees from entering
into contracts they influenced or negotiated while on the state payroll.
On August 20, Garamendi filed a lawsuit contending that Lungren had abused
his discretion in refusing to renew the
contracts. On September 4, in a decision
lauded by Voter Revolt, San Francisco
Superior Court Judge Lucy Kelly
McCabe handed Garamendi a victory by
ordering Lungren to approve the renewals. According to Rosenfield, "Without
Fred and Michael, Proposition 103 would
be lost. They have proven over the last
three years to be crucial to the defense
and implementation of Proposition 103."
AMERICAN LUNG ASSOCIATION
OF CALIFORNIA
5858 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 300
Los Angeles, CA 90036-0926
(213) 935-5864
The American Lung Association of
California (ALAC) emphasizes the prevention and control of lung disease and
the associated effects of air pollution.
Any respiratory care legislative bill is of
major concern. Similarly, the Association is concerned with the actions of the
Air Resources Board and therefore monitors and testifies before that Board. The
Association has extended the scope of its
concerns to encompass a wider range of
issues pertaining to public health and
environmental toxics generally.
MAJOR PROJECTS:
ALAC was active on several controversial pieces of legislation during the
late summer and early fall. ALAC supported SB 1100 (Bergeson), which prohibits free distribution of tobacco products to any person on or in public property. According to ALAC, 97 million cigarettes were given away in California in
1990; the group contends that SB 1100
will prevent children from obtaining free
cigarettes and chewing tobacco and becoming addicted. SB 1100 was signed by
the Governor on October 12 (Chapter
829, Statutes of 1991).
ALAC was also involved in the fight
over SB 376 (Calderon), which started
out as a bill to require the placement of
warning signs on cigarette vending machines. Several amendments later, the
bill was thrust into the spotlight on August 26 when a tobacco industry memo

was leaked to the news media, indicating
that Assembly Speaker Willie Brown may
have been working with the tobacco industry to sabotage local governments'
efforts to regulate smoking. Brown has
received thousands of dollars in campaign contributions from tobacco interests in recent years. According to the
June 28 memo, purportedly written by
Michael Kerrigan, president of the
Smokeless Tobacco Council, Brown flew
to New York last year to advise industry
leaders on how to prevent cities and counties from restricting smoking in public.
The memo states that one of Brown's
suggestions to the industry was the introduction of a bill which appeared to be
anti-smoking by imposing some statewide restrictions, but which would in
reality prohibit local governments from
banning public smoking. According to
the memo, tobacco lobbyists would oppose the bill publicly, to create the perception that it was something that antismoking groups should support.
Although Brown denied the contentions made in the memo, SB 376
(Calderon) was substantially amended in
July to contain many of the suggestions
attributed to Brown in the memo. Although Senator Calderon and bill coauthor Assemblymember Gerald Felando
deny that the tobacco industry drafted
the amended bill, ALAC notes that none
of the health or anti-smoking groups in
the state was consulted about or alerted
to the revised contents of SB 376, and
that no health organizations support the
bill. In late August, following the release
of the memo, Calderon and Felando put
the bill on hold in the Assembly Ways
and Means Committee.
ALAC's July Capitol Correspondence
newsletter included a description of AB
99 (Isenberg), the Tobacco Tax Expenditure Plan, which was signed by the Governor on July 29 (Chapter 278, Statutes
of 1991). According to ALAC, provisions of AB 99 pertain to expenditures
from four of the six accounts created by
Proposition 99, the tobacco tax hike approved by California voters in November 1988. The four accounts covered by
AB 99-Health Education, Hospital Services, Physician Services, and
Unallocated-are expected to bring in
over $500 million each year; AB 99 allocates this amount among programs relating to health care for indigents, maternal
and child health care, anti-tobacco education, major risk medical insurance, and
mental health.
Following a 9-1/2 hour public hearing on July 12, the South CoastAir Quality Management District (SCAQMD)
approved more than 50 changes to the
district's 1989 twenty-year air quality
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plan, which will cost about $96 billion
by the end of 2010-$4.8 billion per
year. The state Air Resources Board must
approve SCAQMD's plan, and could
spend up to a year reviewing it. Clean air
advocates assailed the revisions, calling
them "a giant step backwards" from the
1989 plan which had promised attainment of standards for harmful pollutants
by 2007. The 1991 revisions push most
of those deadlines back to at least 2010;
deadlines for meeting standards for ozone
and suspended particulates are delayed
even longer.
The revised plan targets solo drivers,
who will be pressured to join car pools,
commute by mass transit, or ride bicycles;
requires companies with as few as 50
employees to formulate ride-sharing programs and encourage use of non-auto
transit; requires colleges, high schools,
shopping malls, concert halls, and stadiums to develop similar plans to reduce
traffic; and calls on local governments to
eliminate free parking for employees in
both public and private sectors. The imposition of user fees for those who commute on highways at rush hour may be
analyzed later.
The revised 1991 SCAQMD plan
projects that by 2000, 17% of all cars in
the region will be electric; methanol or
other alternative fuels will power 33% of
the cars; and 50% will still run on gasoline. Under its 1989 plan, the District
had estimated that all cars in its jurisdiction would be electric by 2000.
SCAQMD staff is examining the controversial proposal of establishing a
"smog exchange" system of marketable
pollution allowances, which is advocated
by large industries. Under the proposal,
companies would be given a number of
limited shares, each representing the right
to emit a specified amount of pollution.
A firm could use any means available to
stay within its allowance, and could purchase additional shares from a company
which has surplus shares. The pollution
value of the shares would reduce over
time, theoretically resulting in cleaner
air. Staff will present its recommendation to SCAQMD in January. Many environmentalists are suspicious of the plan,
believing enforcement of air pollution
goals will be difficult.
NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
555 Audubon Place
Sacramento, CA 95825
(916) 481-5332
The National Audubon Society (NAS)
has two priorities: the conservation of
wildlife, including endangered species,
and the conservation and wise use of

water. The society works to establish and
protect wildlife refuges, wilderness areas, and wild and scenic rivers. To achieve
these goals, the society supports measures for the abatement and prevention
of all forms of environmental pollution.
MAJOR PROJECTS:
In the July/August issue of its
Audubon Activist newsletter, NAS reported that on April 17, El Dorado County
Superior Court Judge Terrence Finney
declared that Mono Lake's water level
must be maintained at 6,377 feet until
the state Water Resources Control Board
(WRCB) finishes its review of the issue-which may not happen until 1993.
Mono Lake, located east of Yosemite
National Park, is a vital resting and feeding stopover for over a million migratory
birds every year. The judge's ruling caps
a twelve-year legal battle between the
Los Angeles Department of Water and
Power (DWP) and environmental groups,
including NAS and the Mono Lake Committee, over the fate of the ancient saltwater lake. The lake's level has dropped
40 feet since 1940, when DWP began
diverting water from streams which feed
the lake. In a series of rulings, the courts
have declared that the licenses to divert
water issued by WRCB to DWP are invalid under Fish and Game Code sections 5946 and 5937; these sections make
it illegal to diminish water levels to the
point where they harm fish or wildlife
populations. (See CRLR Vol. 9, No. 3
(Summer 1989) p. 11; Vol. 9, No. 2
(Spring 1989) pp. 2 1 and 110; and Vol. 9,
No. 1 (Winter 1989) pp. 95-96 for background information.) In his decision,
Judge Finney wrote, "A national environmental, ecological and scenic treasure should not be experimented with
even for a few brief years." According to
Dan Taylor of Audubon's western regional office, "This is a decision which
should pave the way for a final solution
of the case. Now it is not a question of if
we can win, but when."
NAS has long been involved in the
struggle to save the last remaining virgin, old-growth forests in the Pacific
Northwest. (See CRLR Vol. 10, No. 4
(Fall 1990) pp. 18-19; Vol. 9, No. 4 (Fall
1989) pp. 13-14; and Vol. 9, No. 3 (Summer 1989) p. II for background information.) These forests are the habitat of the
northern spotted owl (now listed as threatened by the federal government), the
marbled murrulet (which has been proposed for listing), numerous other dwindling species, and an irreplaceable ecosystem. The controversy-which the timber industry and local logging communities have polarized into a fight over "jobs
vs. owls"-has spilled into courts, Con-
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gress, state legislatures, and federal and
state agencies.
Recently, NAS applauded U.S. District Court Judge William L. Dwyer's
May 23 injunction on timber sales in 17
national forests in Washington, Oregon,
and California. According to NAS, the
court order protects 66,000 acres of northern spotted owl habitat and prime ancient forest until March 1992, when the
U.S. Forest Service must come forward
with an acceptable spotted owl management plan. The injunction was granted
after the Seattle Audubon Society, NAS,
and numerous other groups charged the
agency with violating the National Forest Management Act by proceeding with
sales in the absence of a plan for the owl.
Judge Dwyer rejected the industry's 'jobs
vs. owls" economic argument: "The
region's timber industry has been going
through fundamental changes. The painful results for many workers, and their
families and communities, will continue
regardless of whether the owl habitat in
the national forest is protected."
Meanwhile, on June 28, the U.S. Supreme Court announced it would review
a decision of the Ninth Circuit Court of
Appeals invalidating a 1989 federal law
which temporarily barred environmental lawsuits against logging in oldgrowth forests in Oregon and Washington. In Robertson v. Seattle Audubon Society, the appellate court ruled that the
law violated the separation of powers
doctrine because it interfered with the
authority of the courts to decide environmental suits. Although the law expired in 1990, the U.S. Department of
Justice appealed the ruling, arguing that
the law was constitutional and necessary to head off a crisis in the timber
industry and local economies in the Pacific Northwest.
A January 15 hearing is scheduled in
Golden Gate Audubon Society, et al. v.
State Water Resources Control Board,
No. 366984 (Sacramento County Superior Court). In this action, seven chapters
of NAS and numerous other environmental groups challenge the validity of
WRCB's May I Water Quality Control
Plan for Salinity, one of several statewide plans which has emerged from the
Board's four-year-long proceeding to establish a long-range protection plan for
the waters of the San Francisco Bay/
Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta Estuary.
(See CRLR Vol. 11, No. 3 (Summer 1991)
pp. 26 and 180 for background information on this case.)
The petitioners' case was given a boost
on September 3, when the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) informed WRCB that its salinity plan is
inadequate to protect fish and wildlife in
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the Bay/Delta. In its advisory, the EPA
repeated the concerns of environmentalists that the water quality plan adopted
proposes temperature and salt levels in
the Delta which are not sufficient to
protect "the ecological health of the estuary." The EPA gave WRCB 90 days
to recommend improved water quality
standards. If the state fails to meet the
deadline, EPA has the power under the
Clean Water Act to begin developing
federal standards for the Delta. State
officials said they would ask EPA to
ease the timetable.
NAS and its allies want the state to
increase the flow of fresh water through
the Delta to reduce salinity and lower
water temperatures, which will protect
declining and endangered fish species
such as the Delta smelt, striped bass,
and chinook salmon. However, greater
flows through the Delta would mean
that less water could be diverted for
farm use and for shipment to southern
California. The Sacramento-San Joaquin
Delta is a prime source of water for the
huge Metropolitan Water District in
southern California. WRCB does not
intend to address the flow requirements
issue until the final phase of its Bay/
Delta proceeding.

CALIFORNIA COMMON CAUSE
10951 W Pico Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90064
(310) 475-8285
California Common Cause (CCC) is
a 55,000-member public interest lobbying organization dedicated to obtaining
a more open, accountable, and responsive government and decreasing the
power of special interests to affect the
legislature.
MAJOR PROJECTS:
For the past several months, CCC
has focused its efforts and resources on
the "redistricting wars" in the legislature. With the taking of the census every ten years, new lines must be drawn
for the state's legislative and congressional districts. Although CCC for years
has urged the creation of an independent, nonpartisan commission to redraw
the district lines, the political parties
controlling state government have refused to yield their fates to anyone but
themselves, and initiative measures to
establish such a panel have failed.
Anticipating that the legislature
would fail to draw acceptable maps, in
July Governor Wilson appointed his own
six-member redistricting panel. CCC
legislative advocate Ruth Holton noted,
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"While the panel appointees certainly
appear to be an impressive group, . . . it
is an inherent conflict of interest for the
Governor to be appointing the members
of this commission. Regardless of the
credentials of the Governor's appointees, it is doubtful that they can be totally impartial."
As the summer wore on, CCC hoped
that the legislature would at least
conduct the redistricting negotiations in
an open, public manner, enabling all
interested parties to participate in the
process and comment intelligently on
the proposals. According to CCC, the
Senate approached that procedural
model, by holding an initial round of
fifteen hearings throughout the state in
the spring, releasing legible maps with
detailed information on the proposed
districts, and holding lengthy hearings
in early September before the Senate
Elections and Reapportionment Committee. In contrast, CCC Executive Director Lisa Foster characterized the
Assembly's conduct as "appalling." For
example, Foster said the Assembly released its plans for the Bay Area on the
afternoon of September 11, and held a
hearing on them at 3:00 that same day.
To complicate matters further, the Assembly prepared two separate maps,
accompanied by confusing and useless
information which made it impossible
to compare existing districts with those
proposed.
On September 1I, CCC organized a
press conference to protest the process,
and called on both houses to extend the
legislative session so that meaningful
public hearings could be held. Although
the session was extended by a few days,
three separate bills emerged-all of
which appeared to favor incumbent
Democrats who control both houses of
the legislature. Governor Wilson vetoed
all three bills on September 23, thus
shifting the responsibility for reapportionment to the California Supreme
Court. The Court took jurisdiction over
the matter on September 25, immediately appointing a three-member panel
of special masters who will attempt to
draw maps according to criteria established by the Court in 1973 (requiring
"strict equality" in the population of
congressional districts and "reasonable
equality" in legislative districts, compact lines, preservation where possible
of city and county boundaries, and consideration of ethnic and other communities), conduct public hearings within
thirty days of their appointment, and
present their maps to the Court by November 29. The goal is to establish the
new districts in time for the June 1992
primary election.

The legislature and Governor have
left the door open for further negotiations on the redistricting issue, thus preempting the Court's role, but CCC's
Foster said, "We frankly have more confidence that the special masters will do
a fair and impartial redistricting. We
just don't think the legislature at this
point could produce a plan that could
survive the Court's scrutiny. The plans
legislators have passed are incumbent
protection plans, plain and simple."
In July, CCC released A Fist Full of
Dollars, its study of the state's top ten
campaign contributors to legislative
campaigns during the 1989-90 election
cycle. The California Teachers Association ranked first as the biggest contributor, displacing the California Medical
Association for the first time since 1984
when CCC began tracking the top ten
donors. CTA contributed $1,056,815 to
legislators, followed by CMA with
$986,573. The California Trial Lawyers
Association was next with $763,639,
followed by the real estate industry with
$660,051. Rounding out the top ten were
the California Hospitals PAC at
$579,638; the AFL-CIO at $482,200;
the California Dental PAC at $415,341;
the California Optometric PAC at
$401,341; Southern California Edison
at $388,710; and the California Restaurant PAC at $354,120. The top ten contributing groups gave more than $6 million to legislative candidates, and an
additional $710,431 to statewide office
candidates.
Another CCC election study showed
disturbing trends. In 1990, 96% of candidates who spent the most money won
election, and 92% of incumbents won.
The electorate continues to shrink, with
only 41% of eligible people voting in
1990. The margin by which incumbents
outspent challengers increased from 61 in 1986 to 8-1 in 1990. More challengers are using personal loans to finance their campaigns. Legislative candidates and statewide office candidates
loaned their own campaigns $6.5 million in personal funds.
Over the summer, state legislators
were aggressively seeking campaign
contributions from special interest lobbyists-the practice known as non-election year fundraising that CCC spokesperson Kim Alexander calls "outrageous." Because Proposition 68 was invalidated by the California Supreme
Court in November 1990 (see CRLR
Vol. 11, No. I (Winter 1991) p. 153 for
background information), no dollar limits on off-year fundraising are in effect.
Political fundraisers and cocktail parties by legislators to which corporate
lobbyists are invited are the most lucra-
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tive source of campaign funds. Most of
the events cost at least $500 per person.
Even lobbyists are complaining about
the practice, because some legislators
have held four rounds of lobbyist
fundraisers since last spring. "Yearround fundraising gives incumbents a
big advantage over challengers when
the election finally rolls around," said
Alexander. "We want to see a ban on
off-year fundraising."
In July, the California Supreme
Court agreed unanimously to review
Johnson v. Bradley, the Second District
Court of Appeal's April 1991 ruling upholding Measure H, the city ordinance
approved by Los Angeles voters which
authorizes the use of city funds to partially finance campaigns for elective
office in the city. (See CRLR Vol. 11,
No. 3 (Summer 1991) p. 31 and Vol.
11, No. 2 (Spring 1991) p. 3 1 for background information.) Common Cause
appeared as an amicus curiae in the
case on behalf of the city. A court ruling on the public funding provision is
not expected until 1992.
Three top priority Common Cause
bills failed to pass this year:
-SB 116 (Kopp) would require disclosure of major financial backers of
initiatives in advertising. This two-year
bill is pending in the Senate Elections
Committee.
-SB 378 (Craven) would have required larger type disclaimers on all
pages of slate mailers stating that the
mailer is not an official -party document. This bill was rejected by the Assembly Ways and Means Committee on
August 21.
-AB 116 (Chacon) would allow voter
registration on the day of an election.
This two-year bill is pending in the Assembly Ways and Means Committee.
CALIFORNIANS AGAINST
WASTE
909 12th St., Suite 201
Sacramento, CA 95814
(916) 443-5422
In 1977, Californians Against Waste
(CAW) was formed to advocate for a
recycling bill in the legislature which
would require a minimum refundable
deposit of five cents on beer and soft
drink containers. After being repeatedly
thwarted legislatively by well-financed
industry opponents, CAW sponsored
and organized a coalition for a statewide citizen initiative which appeared
on the ballot in 1982 as Proposition 11.
That measure failed after can and bottle
manufacturers and their allies raised and
spent $6 million to defeat it. CAW then

worked for the 1986 passage of the
"bottle bill" (AB 2020-Margolin), which
for the first time established redemption values for glass, aluminum, and
two-liter plastic beverage containers. As
of January 1, 1990, under SB 1221
(Hart), redemption values increased
from one cent per glass or aluminum
container to five cents for every two
containers returned. Two-liter plastic
beverage containers are now worth five
cents each. Under SB 1221, redemption values for aluminum, glass, and
plastic beverage containers will increase
if a recycling goal of 65% is not reached
by 1993.
MAJOR PROJECTS:
At an August 26 statewide convention of recycling organizations, CAW
Foundation Director Susan Kinsella
warned that standards for recycled products under development by a federal
advisory council threaten to undermine
California recycling programs and laws.
According to CAW, rules proposed by
the Environmental Protection Agency's
Recycling Advisory Council (RAC)
would eliminate an explicit requirement
to use postconsumer waste-materials
being collected in community recycling
programs-in recycled paper. Kinsella
said that recycling efforts will fail unless markets are developed for the materials that consumers recycle, and called
on members of the California Resource
Recovery Association to oppose the
RAC proposal or "face the fact that
California's recycling programs and
laws-which set minimum post-consumer content levels for many recycled
products-will be undercut."
In July, CAW petitioned the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) to protect California consumers from fraudulent environmental advertising claims
that have flooded the state's marketplace. CAW urged the FTC to adopt
definitions for recycling terms established by an eleven-state Attorneys
General task force, which issued the
Green Report-Recommendations for
Responsible Environmental Advertising
in May. CAW warned that "[w]ithout
accurate labeling information, consumers are subject to misleading and deceptive claims designed to capitalize
on increased concerns about the environmental impacts of everyday products and packaging." According to consumer polls, 63% of respondents rely
on product labeling for accurate environmental impact information.
The FTC petition is part of CAW's
effort to protect California's new truthin-advertising law regulating environmental labeling claims. AB 3994 (Sher)
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(Chapter 1413, Statutes of 1990), defines and regulates the use of terms such
as "recycled," "recyclable," "biodegradable," and "ozone friendly." (See CRLR
Vol. 10, No. 4 (Fall 1990) pp. 21 and
148 for background information.) According to CAW, several industry and
business associations have submitted
proposed guidelines to the FTC which
would counteract the intent and effect
of AB 3994.
In June, a state report revealed that
citizen participation in recycling programs has more than doubled since the
beverage recycling program started in
1987. According to the Department of
Conservation, Californians returned
70% of all beverage containers used in
1990. That amounts to 9.2 billion containers, with 76% of all aluminum cans,
57% of glass bottles, and 31% of plastic
containers returned. The study noted that
recycling programs have saved consumers between $245-$390 million per year,
and returned more than $219 million to
consumers in 1990 for beverage containers redeemed at recycling centers.
In mid-August, the Department of
Conservation announced that consumers increased recycling rates to an average of 84% during the first half of
1991. Because of the program's success, the Department warned that its
rebate fund may be depleted by early
next year for payments to consumers
and recycling centers. The state's recycling program collects a fee of two cents
per container from beverage manufacturers, but pays out two-and-a-half cents
for each bottle and can returned. To
date, the Department has been drawing
on its reserve fund to make up this difference, but in the second quarter of
1991 alone, the system paid out about
$20 million more than it collected. Over
the summer, the legislature debated how
to solve this budget gap. Assemblymember Burt Margolin, author of
the 1986 "bottle bill" (AB 2020), suggested that the state raise the two-cent
fee it charges to beverage manufacturers. Some environmentalists argued that
the budget of the Department's recycling division should be trimmed. According to CAW policy director Mark
Murray, "There's a feeling that administrative costs are too high, and some
of the reports the Department requires
are overly bureaucratic." The
legislature's solution came in the form
of AB 2212 (Sher). As amended September 13, this bill requires the Department of Conservation to increase
industry redemption payments to twoand-one-half cents per container if it
determines that an insolvency in the
rebate fund will occur, and reduces the
2
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agency's advertising budget by 50%.
AB 2212 was signed by the Governor
on October 12 (Chapter 908, Statutes
of 1991).
The following is a status update on
bills supported by CAW during 1991
(see CRLR Vol. 11, No. 3 (Summer 1991)
p. 27 and Vol. 11, No. 2 (Spring 1991) p.
27 for background information):
-SB 235 (Hart), as amended September 5, requires that specified rigid
plastic containers sold in the state after
January 1, 1995, meet certain criteria,
including a requirement that they be
made from at least 25% postconsumer
material. This bill was signed by the
Governor on October 9 (Chapter 769,
Statutes of 1991).
-AB 2076 (Sher), as amended September 9, establishes the California Oil
Recycling Enhancement Act. This bill
was signed by the Governor on October
10 (Chapter 817, Statutes of 1991).
-AB 1381 (Areias), as amended August 26, requires the state Integrated
Waste Management and Recycling
Board to develop and implement a
school-based source reduction and recycling program. This bill was signed
by the Governor on October 11 (Chapter 843, Statutes of 1991).
Several CAW-supported bills became
two-year measures that may be taken
up again in the 1992 legislative year.
These bills include the following:
-AB 750 (Margolin), which would
expand the bottle bill by establishing a
refund value for wine, fortified wine,
distilled spirits, and noncarbonated water containers by March 1, 1991;
-AB 861 (Friedman), which would
ban excessive audiocassette and compact disc packaging by July 1, 1993;
-AB 1423 (Gotch), which would require recycled material to be incorporated into the production of all glass
containers and all aluminum, steel, and
bi-metal cans;
-AB 1556 (Margolin), which would
require recycling centers to be open for
business at least 30 hours per week,
revise the information which a manufacturer is required to include in the
label of a beverage container, and require the Department of Conservation,
on and after July 1, 1992, to conduct
regular, unannounced inspections of
dealers in a convenience zone where
there is no recycling location for the
purpose of determining that the requirements of the California Beverage Container Recycling and Litter Reduction
Act are satisfied;
-AB 2213 (Sher), which would impose an "advance disposal fee" or "recycling incentive fee" on specified products and materials; and
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-AB 144 (Sher), a clean-up bill for
the environmental truth-in-advertising
law.

CALIFORNIA PUBLIC
INTEREST RESEARCH GROUP
1147 S. Robertson Blvd., Suite 203
Los Angeles, CA 90035
(213) 278-9244
CalPIRG is a nonprofit statewide organization founded by students from
several California universities. It is the
largest student-funded organization of
its kind in the state. There are CaIPIRG
chapters on four campuses of the University of California. CalPIRG now has
approximately 120,000 members statewide, including thousands of citizens
members.
MAJOR PROJECTS:
In mid-August, CalPIRG appealed
to supporters to assist in its ongoing
effort to reinstate the "negative checkoff' system which is used to fund
CalPIRG on four campuses of the University of California (UC). (See CRLR
Vol. 11, No. 3 (Summer 1991) p. 27 and
Vol. 11, No. I (Winter 1991) p. 2 1 for
background information.) According to
CalPIRG, the UC Board of Regents
eliminated the voluntary CalPIRG funding program during the same meeting at
which it voted to continue management
of nuclear weapons laboratories, despite
overwhelming opposition from the faculty senates from all nine UC campuses.
At that same meeting, the Regents voted
to increase administrators' salaries and
raise student fees. The UC has sustained
an aggressive lobbying campaign in the
legislature against reinstating the
CalPIRG voluntary fee program, and
has apparently convinced legislators to
back down from a strong support position for CalPIRG.
According to CaIPIRG, "These problems are symptoms of the corporate
domination of the current Board of Regents. The result is that the University
has abandoned its historical priorities
of teaching, research and public service
in order to pursue a research oriented
agenda that primarily serves special interests." CalPIRG legislative representative Mary Raftery has initiated a coalition project separate from CalPIRG,
known as University Watch; according
to Raftery, this group will serve as a
vehicle to address the corporatization
of the UC system and challenge the
special interest agenda of the current
UC administration through the legislature and the news media.

As part of its "National Campaign
Against Toxics," the national network
of PIRGs (Public Interest Research
Groups) is lobbying Congress and state
governments to take specific actions to
clarify and strengthen standards for toxic
releases and to create and enforce serious penalties for violators. (See CRLR
Vol. 1I, No. 3 (Summer 1991) p. 26 for
background information.) Among other
things, the campaign proposes:
-stricter standards for toxic discharges by expanding the number of
regulated chemicals and requiring industry to clean up existing hazardous
waste sites;
-that the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and states be authorized to require federal facilities to clean
up hazardous waste sites located on government property;
-a moratorium on hazardous waste
incinerators and burial;
-mandatory fines and criminal penalties for the worst polluters;
-a ban on the most hazardous chemicals-those that cause cancer or reproductive damage in humans-and reduced use of all other toxic chemicals;
-safe substitutes that pose no threat
to human health or the environment;
-improved public right-to-know provisions for both the Clean Water Act
and the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act;
-an expansion of citizens' rights to
enforce existing laws, including the provision of data on the health risks of
discharged chemicals to citizens living
near industrial facilities; and
-requirements that all hazardous
waste generators which use toxic chemicals publicly report their toxic chemical
production and use, and that all hazardous waste generation, treatment, and
disposal facilities comply with existing
community right-to-know laws.
In early September, U.S. PIRG and
CalPIRG released a report revealing that
many art supplies containing toxic
chemicals do not include warnings of
long-term health hazards, despite a 1988
federal law requiring such labeling. The
report states that nearly 80% of the toxic
art supplies surveyed did not include
the required phone number for consumers seeking safety information. At a Los
Angeles news conference, CalPIRG
spokesperson Julie Duncan noted that
the possible health effects involved include cancer, reproductive defects, and
problems with specific organs, and that
the products involved include markers,
glue, thinner, and paint-all of which
are commonly used in households,
workplaces, and schools. The federal
Consumer Product Safety Commission
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admitted that its compliance effort has
not yet commenced, and that it has yet
to issue final guidelines to manufacturers on how to evaluate chronic hazards;
a hearing on guidelines was scheduled
for October 17 in Washington.
The following is a status update on
some of the bills monitored by CalPIRG
this session (see CRLR Vol. 11, No. 3
(Summer 1991) pp. 26-27 for background information):
-AB 1519 (Lee), the Toxics Truth
Act, is a two-year bill pending in the
Senate inactive file.
-SB 251 (Roberti), the Pollution Prevention Act of 1991, is a two-year bill
pending in the Senate Appropriations
Committee.
-SB 46 (Torres), the Air Toxics Pollution Prevention and Reduction Act, is
a two-year bill pending in the Senate
Appropriations Committee.
-AB 1555 (Filante), which would
establish enforcement of current state
law regarding the regulation of tanning
salons, is a two-year bill pending in
the Senate Business and Professions
Committee.
CAMPAIGN CALIFORNIA
926 J Street, Suite 1400
Sacramento, CA 95814
(916) 447-8950
In July 1986, the Campaign for Economic Democracy (founded in 1977)
became Campaign California. The
100,000-member/contributor organization, with offices in Sacramento, San
Jose, and Santa Monica, continues as
the largest progressive citizens action
group in the state. Each office of the
organization operates a door-to-door and
telephone canvass, providing direct contact with voters regarding issues, facilitating fundraising and signature collection drives, and resulting in registration
of new voters.
Campaign California supports efforts
to frame workable, progressive solutions to problems in the areas of child
care, education, environment, transportation, personal safety, insurance, and
health care. It targets the private entrepreneur as a source of economic growth,
jobs, and innovation.
MAJOR PROJECTS:
The Autumn issue of CampaignCalifornia Report included an article by
Assemblymember Tom Hayden, Chair
of Campaign California, regarding the
package of forestry reform bills then
pending in the legislature. According to
Hayden, "The aim of the legislation is
to end the timber wars and prevent a

repeat of the 'Forests Forever' initiative
on the ballot last year." Hayden acknowledged that the negotiated package-then
consisting of SB 854 (Keene), AB 641
(Hauser), AB 714 (Sher), and SB 300
(McCorquodale)-would make a number of improvements in forestry practices, but warned that the proposals
"would allow private owners of ancient
forests to cut down 50% of California's
oldest trees within 25 years." (See infra
agency report on BOARD OF FORESTRY; see also CRLR Vol. 11, No. 3
(Summer 1991) pp. 174-75 for background information.)
On July 16, AB 860 (Sher) was
amended to include the major provisions of SB 854, AB 641, AB 714, and
SB 300. Among other things, AB 860
would have revised the qualifications
and duties for members of the Board of
Forestry; required the Board to establish standards for registered professional
foresters to prepare and implement longterm timber management plans; required
the Board, by January 1, 1997, to evaluate, and amend as necessary, the forest
practice rules applicable to specified
forest districts; prohibited in any stand
of ancient forest the conduct of timber
operations utilizing even-age regeneration harvest methods and timber harvests in which more than 70% of the
average conifer and hardwood basal area
is removed in one operation; prescribed
special requirements for harvest activities within ancient forests; and prescribed special requirements for evenage regeneration harvest activities for
timber types other than ancient forests.
In a move which may foreshadow another divisive and expensive initiative
battle like the one waged in 1990 over
Propositions 128 ("Big Green") and 130
("Forests Forever"), Governor Wilson
vetoed AB 860 on October 10. The four
bills which were the basis of AB 860 are
still pending as two-year bills.
According to a report issued by Campaign California's national affiliate, Citizen Action, the mid-July Southern Pacific freight derailment that spilled
19,000 gallons of the pesticide metam
sodium, much of it into the Sacramento
River, was inevitable, since so many
pesticides are allowed to be transported
with few required precautions. The report noted that metam sodium is among
600 pesticides that have not been tested
by the California Department of Food
and Agriculture (CDFA), despite a 1984
law requiring such analysis by March
1991. In addition, the announcement
that metam sodium can cause birth defects was not released by the Department of Health Services until two weeks
after the Southern Pacific spill. Further
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exacerbating this issue is the fact that
the number of accidental releases of
hazardous material in the rail industry
has increased 46% since 1985, including 1,228 accidents during 1990.
Campaign California notes that AB
1742 (Hayden) addresses some of the
issues raised by the Southern Pacific
spill. As amended September 11, AB
1742 prohibits the registration of any
pesticide which contains an active ingredient for which the Department of
Pesticide Regulation (DPR) does not
have on file a valid and complete mandatory health effects study. (Pesticide
regulation was removed from CDFA
and transferred to DPR effective July
17, with the creation of the new California Environmental Protection Agency.)
AB 1742 was signed by Governor Wilson on October 14 (Chapter 1227, Statutes of 1991).
In August, Campaign California released its Legislative Alert, seeking
grassroots lobbying support for a number of environmental-or "Little
Green"-measures that are pending in
the legislature; the mailing also called
for active opposition to several bills that
would threaten the citizens' initiative
process. Campaign California's actions
are part of its "Big Green Project,"
which seeks to implement, on a pointby-point basis, the objectives of the
failed 1990 "Big Green" citizens' initiative. (See CRLR Vol. 11, No. 3 (Summer 1991) p. 28 and Vol. 11, No. 2
(Spring 1991) pp. 27 - 28 for background
information.) The following is a status
update on some of the bills which are
part of the Big Green Project:
-AB 920 (Hayden), as amended September 11,would require the California
Energy Commission, if funds are appropriated, to develop and deliver to the
appropriate policy committees of the
legislature by May 1, 1994, a plan to
reduce greenhouse gas emissions. This
two-year bill is pending in the Senate
Appropriations Committee.
-AB 1090 (Hayden), as amended
September 5, requires the Public Utilities Commission to direct that a portion
of electrical generating capacity be reserved or set aside for renewable resources until it completes a specified
electrical generation procurement methodology. This bill was signed by the
Governor on October 13 (Chapter 1023,
Statutes of 1991).
-AB 1514 (Hayden), as amended
June 3, would require the Department
of Health Services to determine if any
adoption, amendment, revision, or extension of the recommendations made
by the Air Resources Board for ambient
air quality standards adequately protects
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the health of infants and children and, if
not, to take more stringent action. This
bill is pending in the Senate Governmental Organization Committee.
-AB 1519 (Lee), as amended July 9,
would enact the Toxics Reporting and
Use Reduction Act of 1991. This bill is
pending in the Senate inactive file.
-AB 854 (Lempert) was substantially
amended on June 28. Now pending in
the Senate Committee on Natural Resources and Wildlife, the bill would repeal and reenact the Coastal Resources
and Energy Assistance Act, and authorize the Secretary of Environmental Affairs to award grants to coastal counties
and cities for activities related to offshore development. Earlier provisions
creating the California Coastal Sanctuary and prohibiting oil drilling in state
waters were deleted from AB 854 and
amended into AB 10 (Hauser), which is
pending in the Senate Governmental
Organization Committee.
Campaign California also warned
that the following measures threaten the
citizens' initiative process and should
be scrutinized closely:
-SCA 9 (Roberti), as amended September 5, would provide that no statewide initiative measure that proposes to
create any program, the implementation of which requires new or additional
funding or the expenditure of public
funds, may be submitted to the electorate or have any effect, unless the measure contains provisions that operate to
produce additional revenues to cover
the full costs of implementing the new
or amended program for the duration of
the program. This measure is pending
in the Assembly inactive file.
-SCA 10 (Killea), as amended May
21, would except from the voters' initiative power bond acts and other measures to incur long-term debt. This measure is pending in the Assembly Committee on Banking, Finance, and Bonded
Indebtedness.
-SB 424 (Kopp). Existing law requires that, prior to the circulation of
any state initiative petition for signatures, the proponents submit a draft of
the proposed measure to the Attorney
General with a written request that a
title and summary of the chief purpose
and points of the proposed measure be
prepared. As amended September 11,
this bill requires the written request to
be accompanied by a written statement,
signed by each proponent under penalty of perjury, that no appropriation
for a particular project contained within
the text of the proposal, if any, was
included in exchange for a campaign
contribution for purposes of qualifying
the proposed measure for the ballot.
'0

This bill was signed by the Governor
on October 14 (Chapter 1189, Statutes
of 1991).
CENTER FOR LAW IN THE
PUBLIC INTEREST
11835 W. Olympic Blvd., Suite 1155
Los Angeles, CA 90064
(310) 470-3000
The Center for Law in the Public
Interest (CLIPI), founded in 1971, provides public interest law services.
CLIPI's major focus is litigation in the
areas of environmental protection, civil
rights and liberties, corporate reform,
arms control, communications, and land
use planning. Due to economic considerations, in 1988 CLIPI began using
outside counsel instead of employing a
full-time legal staff. Some legal services for the Center are provided by the
law firm of Hall & Phillips, while a
number of legal cases are handled on a
contract basis by outside attorneys.
CLIPI sponsors law student extern and
fellowship programs, and periodically
publishes a newsletter called Public Interest Briefs.
MAJOR PROJECTS:
In a recent issue of CLIPI's Public
Interest Briefs newsletter, homeowner
Stephanie Nordlinger commented on the
Proposition 13 lawsuit which CLIPI is
litigating on her behalf. In Nordlingerv.
State Board ofEqualization, the Baldwin
Hills resident challenges the constitutionality of Proposition 13, the property
tax limit approved by voters in 1978.
(See CRLR Vol. H1, No. 3 (Summer
1991) pp. 29 and 206; Vol. 11, No. 2
(Spring 1991) p. 28; and Vol. 11, No. 1
(Winter 1991) pp. 23 and 156 for background information.) According to
Nordlinger, "The suits challenging
Proposition 13 are not challenging the
1% cap on property taxes. They are
challenging the section which stipulates
that the value of a property will not be
reassessed until the property is sold or
construction is done on it." Further,
Nordlinger contends that "the system
we have now violates the equal protection clause of the Constitution and ironically helps long-time owners who have
the most home equity pay the least taxes.
If everybody were paying property taxes
on the same assessment level, the tax
rate could actually go down to less than
half of 1%, so that we would all be
paying well under the 1% cap." At this
writing, the U.S. Supreme Court is still
reviewing Nordlinger's petition for a
writ of certiorari.
The bipartisan California State Senate Commission on Property Tax Eq-

uity and Revenue recently issued a report containing similar findings regarding the unfairness of Proposition 13.
The Commission's recommendations for
revisions to California's tax system include a gradual phasing-in of marketvalue assessments, a "split roll" (which
taxes commercial and industrial property and industrial property at a higher
rate than residential property), and increasing the homeowners' property tax
exemption from $7,000 to $50,000.
CLIPI's legal action against Los Angeles County's approval of a housing
subdivision at Paramount Ranch was
dealt a serious blow in August when the
Second District Court of Appeal held,
in a similar proceeding, that state law
allows developers to hire those who
draft environmental impact reports
(EIR), so long as a local government
planning department "independently reviews, evaluates, and exercises judgment" over the contents. In the Paramount Ranch case, CLIPI is challenging the County's practice of allowing
private developers to select, hire, and
pay the consultants charged with preparing EIRs for proposed development
projects, arguing that the practice results in a conflict of interest. (See CRLR
Vol. 11, No. 3 (Summer 1991) p. 29;
Vol. 10, No. 4 (Fall 1990) p. 23; and
Vol. 10, No. I (Winter 1990) p. 25 for
background information.)
CLIPI attorney Carlyle Hall acknowledged that the Second District's
ruling is "not helpful" in that it allows
developers to select the environmental
consultants for their projects. However,
Hall asserts that the County failed to
adequately review the EIRs submitted
by the developers in the Paramount
Ranch case. Whatever the outcome of
CLIPI's litigation, it is unlikely that the
150-unit housing development will be
built. The summer 1991 Public Interest
Briefs newsletter reported that the Santa
Monica Mountains Conservancy has
purchased delinquent loans on the 314acre tract and expects to begin immediate foreclosure proceedings on the development firm which had been millions of dollars in arrears.
CENTER FOR PUBLIC
INTEREST LAW
University of San Diego School of Law
Alcald Park
San Diego, CA 92110
(619) 260-4806
The Center for Public Interest Law
(CPIL) was formed in 1980 after
approval by the faculty of the University of San Diego School of Law. The
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faculty selected Robert C. Fellmeth, a
law faculty professor, as the Center's
director. CPIL is funded by the University and private foundation grants,
including the Price Public Interest Law
Chair endowment donated by philanthropists Sol and Helen Price in November 1990.
The Center is headquartered in San
Diego and has branch offices in Sacramento and San Francisco. Each year,
approximately fifty law students participate for academic credit as CPIL
interns. Students in the Center attend
courses in regulated industries, administrative law, environmental law, and
consumer law, and attend meetings and
monitor activities of assigned regulatory agencies. Each student also contributes quarterly agency updates to the
California Regulatory Law Reporter.
After several months, the students
choose clinic projects involving active
participation in rulemaking, litigation,
or writing.
CPIL's professional staff consists of
public interest litigators, research attorneys, and lobbyists. Center staff members actively represent the public interest in a variety of fora, including the
courts, the legislature, and administrative agencies.
The Center is attempting to make
the regulatory functions of state government more efficient and more visible by serving as a public monitor of
state regulatory agencies. The Center
studies approximately seventy agencies,
including most boards, commissions and
departments with entry control, rate
regulation, or related regulatory powers
over business, trades, professions, and
the environment.
MAJOR PROJECTS:
On September 20, CPIL Director
Robert C. Fellmeth and the Center released the Final Report of the State Bar
Discipline Monitor, culminating almost
five years of efforts to reform the State
Bar's attorney discipline system. (See
supra FEATURE ARTICLE for condensed version of the Final Report; see
infra agency report on STATE BAR
and CRLR Vol. 11, No. 2 (Spring 1991)
p. 29; Vol. 10, No. 4 (Fall 1990) p. 24;
and Vol. 7, No. 3 (Summer 1987) p. 1
for extensive background information.)
The voluminous Final Report acknowledges that the discipline system of the
State Bar has made substantial progress
over the past five years; identifies thirteen areas in which further Bar improvement is necessary; and urges replication
of the structural reforms made to the
Bar's discipline system in other agencies regulating trades and professions.

The following is a status update on
legislation in which the Center is involved
(see CRLR Vol. 11, No. 3 (Summer 199 1)
p. 30 for background information):
-AB 1801 (Frazee), the Center's bill
to reform the contracting and billing
practices of professional engineers and
strengthen the enforcement powers of
the Board of Registration for Professional Engineers and Land Surveyors,
is a two-year bill pending in the Senate
Business and Professions Committee.
-SB 711 (Lockyer) is the CPILdrafted bill which would prevent parties in litigation from entering into "secrecy agreements" (the sealing of court
records, which has the effect of shielding important health and safety information from public knowledge) without notifying the appropriate regulatory
agencies. The bill was targeted by insurers, manufacturers, and big business
as one of the "Top Ten Bills to Kill"
during 1991. Those special interests temporarily succeeded; Senator Lockyer
shelved the proposal until 1992.
-SB 309 (Dills) and AB 2028 (Speier)
are bills to reform the administration of
the State Lottery and its regulation by
the Lottery Commission. They resulted
from CPIL's advocacy on the Lottery's
advertising practices and the publication of CPIL staff counsel Elisa
D'Angelo's feature article in the Winter
1991 issue of the Reporter. Both bills
have been stalled in the Assembly Governmental Organization Committee, and
will be considered during 1992.
Another Lottery bill previously
sponsored by CPIL, SB 310 (Dills), was
amended by the author into a pro-Lottery bill, prompting the Center to withdraw its sponsorship. As introduced, SB
310 would have subjected the Lottery
Commission to the Administrative Procedure Act (APA), thus requiring it to
adopt its regulations in a public process. As amended July 11 by Senator
Dills, the bill reaffirms the Lottery's
exemption from the APA; it also exempts its "976" telephone number from
a price disclosure requirement which is
applicable to all other 976 numbers in
the state. That is, effective July 1, 1991,
all 976 numbers must contain a delay
interval during which callers are advised of the cost of making the 976
call, thus enabling callers to hang up if
they do not wish to pay. SB 310, an
urgency bill signed by the Governor on
September 11, exempts the Lottery's
current 976 number contractor from this
requirement.
-AB 102 (Connelly), which reinstates
the advance-agenda requirement of the
Brown Open Meetings Act applicable
to local governments, was signed by the
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Governor on July 29 (Chapter 238, Statutes of 1991).
-AB 649 (Floyd) would-in the
words of a local sports writer-"KO the
boxers' pension plan" established by
CPIL Director Bob Fellmeth when he
was chair of the Athletic Commission.
Professor Fellmeth appeared at a July
15 hearing of the Senate Business and
Professions Committee to oppose the
bill; following Fellmeth's testimony,
Assemblymember Floyd agreed to make
AB 649 a two-year bill. The Committee
was scheduled to hold an interim hearing on the bill on November 1.
-CPIL also tracked two bills related
to the Public Utilities Commission. SB
1041 (Roberti) would have enabled
courts of appeal to review PUC decisions; currently, judicial review of PUC
rulings occurs only in the California
Supreme Court, and then only by way
of a discretionary petition for review.
CPIL supported SB 1041, but Governor
Wilson vetoed it on October 4. AB 1975
(Moore) would overhaul the PUC's intervenor compensation system, the
mechanism by which the attorneys' fees
and expert witness costs incurred by
consumer and public interest organizations through participation in a PUC
proceeding may be reimbursed, if the
Commission finds that the intervenor
has made a substantial contribution to
the proceeding. CPIL has long been concerned about the PUC's administration
of its intervenor compensation system,
and has effectively stopped participating in lengthy PUC matters because of
the Commission's failure to reimburse
its costs for a 1985-86 proceeding. CPIL
supports AB 1975, which is a two-year
bill pending in the Senate Committee
on Energy and Public Utilities.
-CPIL also expects to play a major
role in the legislature's 1992 consideration of two competing bills which
would create a new category of legal
practitioner-the "legal technician."
Assemblymember Delaine Eastin has
already introduced AB 168 (Eastin),
which was drafted by HALT (Help Abolish Lawyer Tyranny). Professor
Fellmeth has drafted a different version, which Senator Robert Presley has
published as Preprint SB 1 (Presley).
Both bills would permit legal technicians to operate independently in defined legal areas in which consumer
need is not currently being met by practicing attorneys (such as landlord-tenant, immigration, and consumer bankruptcy); and create a Board of Legal
Technicians within the Department of
Consumer Affairs, which would test and
license legal technicians to practice in
certain specialty areas. (See CRLR Vol.
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11, No. 3 (Summer 1991) p. 201 for a
comparison of the two bills.)
The following is a status update on
litigation in which the Center is
involved:
-CPIL has settled its attorneys' fees
claim with the Medical Board in Le Bup
Thi Dao v. Board of Medical Quality
Assurance. Although CPIL was awarded
almost $100,000 in fees and costs for its
successful representation of 32 Vietnamese physicians seeking licensure by the
Board, the Center agreed to accept
$68,000 in settlement of the matter. (See
CRLR Vol. 11, No. 3 (Summer 1991)
pp. 30 and 89, and Vol. 11, No. I (Winter 1991) pp. 24 and 70 for background
information.)
-The Center recently scored a major
victory for public interest advocates by
prevailing in its attorneys' fees claim
against the Department of Insurance in
Belth v. Gillespie. In the underlying
matter, CPIL represented Professor Joseph M. Belth, a professor of insurance
at Indiana University, who sought certain records from the Department under
the state Public Records Act (PRA).
Although the records were clearly
disclosable, the Department refused his
request. Immediately after CPIL filed a
PRA action, the Department turned over
the requested documents. When CPIL
requested its attorneys' fees under the
PRA, the Department claimed that its
sudden turnabout had nothing to do with
the filing of the lawsuit, and the trial
court inexplicably denied CPIL's request
for fees.
On July 2, Professor Fellmeth argued the Center's motion for attorneys'
fees before the First District Court of
Appeal in San Francisco. His efforts
were successful, and the court issued a
unanimous opinion on July 25 awarding the Center its fees. CPIL is especially pleased with the decision because
it is the first published decision on this
issue, and may serve to deter agencies
from refusing valid PRA requests in
the future.
-In July, CPIL joined Consumers
Union as amicus curiae in FarmersInsurance Exchange v. Superior Court,
pending in the California Supreme
Court. In this case, amici argue that
administrative remedies need not be
exhausted before California's regulatory
agencies prior to bringing an Unfair
Practices Act action under Business and
Professions Code section 17200. The
appellant insurance company contends
that even a filing by the Attorney General or District Attorney to end an unfair
business practice is prohibited against
an insurance firm until the practice has
been adjudicated by the Insurance Com-
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missioner. Since the unfair competition
statute is the major public remedy for
business wrongdoing, and since a large
proportion of California commerce is
regulated by administrative agencies,
the precedent urged by the appellant
would undermine the independent check
of court adjudication over unfair practices-very few of which are in fact
considered by regulatory agencies.
-In McGuigan v. Board of Psychology, CPIL's lawsuit convinced the Board
to grant Dr. McGuigan an administrative hearing on its refusal to grant him a
license without examination. However,
CPIL did not prevail in its request for a
court order requiring the Board to grant
an administrative hearing to all such
applicants; the court simply dismissed
CPIL's action as moot, inasmuch as the
Board had granted the hearing after the
filing of the lawsuit. That ruling is on
appeal to the Third District Court of
Appeal; oral argument was scheduled
for November 18 in Sacramento.
On June 19, the Public Utilities
Commission's Telecommunications
Education Trust (TET) formally announced its consumer education grants
for the 1991-92 fiscal year, including a
one-year, $130,680 grant to CPIL to
expand its existing TET-funded inside
wiring project on a statewide basis. CPIL
Program Manager Beth Givens is coordinating the project, which will essentially involve the training and education
of other TET grantees, social services
agencies, and community organizations
in the basics of telephone inside wiring
deregulation and its impact on the consumer. Givens has already started work
on the new grant; she is coordinating
the publication of an in-depth manual
on inside wiring issues.
On the regulatory front, CPIL recently assisted the PUC in formulating
a new rule governing ex parte contacts
with Commission decisionmakers. (See
infra agency report on PUC; see also
CRLR Vol. 11, No. 3 (Summer 1991)
pp. 30 and 193 for background information.) The PUC adopted its ex parte
rule on July 31, and cited CPIL's contributions to the proceeding several times
in its rulings. Also during July, the Center drafted and filed formal comments
in the Contractors State License Board's
(CSLB) rulemaking proceeding to
amend regulatory section 863, which
governs the Board's disclosure of complaint information about contractors to
inquiring consumers. CPIL opposed
CSLB's proposed amendments, which
would prohibit disclosure by CSLB of
information about any type of complaint
to an inquiring consumer until the Board
has decided to take legal action on the

complaint. (See infra agency report on
CSLB for related discussion.)
On August 26, the Center welcomed
40 new student interns to its program
and required course, California Administrative Law and Practice. This represents a 20% increase over last year's
enrollment, and a 50% increase over the
1986-87 academic year. The large class
enables the Center to assign more students to certain large agencies, and to
cover the newly-created California Environmental Protection Agency (CalEPA), which was born on July 17. In
addition, approximately 15 students are
pursuing third-year advocacy projects
or law review articles in the regulatory/
public interest law area, under the supervision of Professor Fellmeth or CPIL
Supervising Attorney Julie D'Angelo.
On September 30, Department of
Consumer Affairs (DCA) Director Jim
Conran traveled to San Diego with three
of his chief aides to meet CPIL's 199192 interns and address the class. Conran
was appointed DCA Director in March
1991 by Governor Wilson. In his short
tenure on the job, Conran has proven to
be a highly energetic and visible manager, and a friend to consumer advocates and public interest organizations.
During his address to CPIL, Conran
expressed concern about the general lack
of enforcement activity within most
DCA agencies, particularly the Medical
Board and the Board of Accountancy.
CONSUMER ACTION
116 New Montgomery St., Suite 223
San Francisco,CA 94105
(415) 777-9635
San Francisco's Consumer Action
(CA) is a nonprofit consumer advocacy
and education organization formed in
1971. Most of its 2,000 members reside
in northern California but significant
growth has taken place in southern California over the past year. CA is a multiissue group which since 1984 has focused its work in the banking and telecommunications industries.
CA has filed petitions with and appeared before the California Public
Utilities Commission (PUC) in the field
of telephone rates. Statewide pricing
surveys are published periodically comparing the rates of equal-access long
distance companies and the prices of
services offered by financial institutions. Once each year, CA publishes
consumer service guides for the San
Francisco Bay area and the Los Angeles area which list agencies and groups
offering services to consumers and assisting with complaints. A free con-
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sumer complaint/information switchboard is provided by CA, and the group
publishes a regular newsletter which
includes its pricing surveys. More than
20,000 individual consumers requested
CA publications during 1990. Consumer organizations requested bulk orders of CA publications in 1990 which
exceeded 750,000 copies.
MAJOR PROJECTS:
As part of its Telephone Information
Project (TIP), CA recently released a
new publication, The Phone Booklet:
Your Guide to Starting Phone Service, a
24-page booklet intended to help consumers obtain the phone service they
need. The booklet, which is available at
no charge to consumers who contact
CA, is available in English, Chinese,
and Spanish. TIP is an educational
project funded by the PUC's Telecommunications Education Trust (TET),
which was established from fines imposed on Pacific Bell by the PUC for
deceptive practices in the sale of telephone services. (See CRLR Vol. 10,
Nos. 2 & 3 (Spring/Summer 1990) p. 33
and Vol. 9, No. 4 (Fall 1989) p. 20 for
background information.)
CA's booklet includes answers to
questions commonly asked regarding
phone service, such as how to choose a
long distance company; whether to order optional services such as call waiting or call forwarding; whether to order
the phone company's inside wiring repair plan; and how to qualify for lowcost Universal Lifeline service. CA
spokespersons commented that without
the information contained in the new
booklet, consumers might be misled into
buying unnecessary phone services, and
noted that the information will be useful to new immigrants who have never
owned a phone.
On June 19, the TET awarded CA
$800,000 to continue TIP for two more
years; this grant will enable TIP to distribute nearly two million fact sheets
and other telecommunications publications to consumers throughout the state.
In its first two years, TIP distributed
over one million fact sheets in eight
languages. TIP is a statewide project
that has targeted senior citizens, ethnic
minorities, recent immigrants, low-income and limited English-speaking
consumers, and disabled people with
information on their rights, responsibilities, and choices in the telecommunications marketplace. In the next two
years, TIP hopes to reach 1,200 community service agencies across the state
which will help distribute TIP information. TIP plans to produce six additional fact sheets and to focus its ef-

forts on the state's literacy, adult education, and English as a second language (ESL) programs.
A recent CA survey revealed that
eleven of the state's largest banking institutions will disclose confidential information on customer accounts to anyone who knows the customer's social
security number (SSN) and account
numbers. Such information is readily
available through banks' 24-hour interactive bank services, which provide
data on account balances, checks
cleared, and deposits made, and even
allow fund transfers.
Of the 48 banks, savings and loans,
and credit unions surveyed, thirteen
banks and thirteen credit unions offer
interactive phone banking; of the thirteen banks, only Union Bank and California Federal Bank use a customerselected or system-generated Personal
Identification Number (PIN) to ensure
privacy, as opposed to the customer's
SSN. Of the thirteen credit unions surveyed, twelve use PINs and only one
uses SSNs. CA Executive Director Ken
McEldowney expressed serious concern
about the use of SSNs, and called on
financial institutions to use a separate
security code for their computer interactive telephone services. CA recommends that consumers protect themselves by refusing to disclose their SSN
except when absolutely necessary,
switching to financial institutions that
use PIN codes, and requesting that institutions which use SSNs change their
policy.
CA's annual survey of savings accounts found that, while interest rates
on savings instruments such as certificates of deposit (CDs) have fallen dramatically, consumer loan rates remain
relatively high. CA surveyed 37 banks
and savings and loans and twelve credit
unions and found that if consumers shop
around for the best interest rates on insured money, they may discover that
the traditional savings account is currently competitive with a money market deposit account and the six-month
CD. According to CA, given the high
fees on money market accounts and the
nonliquidity of CDs, some consumers
will be better off with an ordinary savings account.
CA's new "Toxics Information
Project" has received initial funding of
$4,000 from the Consumer Federation
of American (CFA) to organize a community coalition of child health care
groups seeking to protect San Francisco
Bay Area children from lead poisoning
and other toxic dangers in the home.
According to Project Director Neil
Gendel, the federal government has de-
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clared that lead poisoning is the number
one threat to child health, and young
children living in low-income neighborhoods with older homes-where
lead-based paint was used in buildings
constructed before 1950-are especially
at risk. CA notes that lead is also found
on former industrial sites and near highways-typical of low-income neighborhoods. The project will print educational
information in several languages and
distribute the material through coalition
member groups and agencies participating in CA's community information
network. Other project goals include
having at-risk children tested and treated
for lead poisoning, which means prodding government agencies to make lead
testing available and to take the necessary actions to remove lead from housing units and the surrounding environment. While the project will focus on
San Francisco, the goal is to produce
educational materials on lead poisoning
which will be distributed to communities throughout California.
The following is a status update on
legislation that CA has been tracking
this session (see CRLR Vol. 11, No. 3
(Summer 1991) pp. 32-33 for background information):
-AB938 (Speier), which would have
reduced the amount financial institutions may charge for bounced checks,
returned deposits, and other fees, was
rejected by the Assembly on June 18.
-SB 472 (Marks), which would require financial institutions to inform
customers that they use information
from companies that track bank account
histories, is a two-year bill pending in
the Senate inactive file.
-SB 473 (Marks) would have prohibited the use of consumer credit reports for the purpose of making employment-related decisions, such as hiring and firing. This bill was vetoed by
the Governor on October 13.
CA was recently awarded $12,000
by the PUC as intervenor compensation
for its contribution to the Commission's
900-number "pay-per-call" proceeding.
As a result of the proceeding, the PUC
adopted consumer-protective regulations which CA Executive Director Ken
McEldowney characterizes as "the
strongest in the nation, and...the model
for national legislation." (See CRLR
Vol. 11, No. 3 (Summer 1991) p. 3 2 and
Vol. 11, No. 2 (Spring 1991) pp. 31 and
175-176 for background information.)
In June and July, CA participated in
the evidentiary hearings on Caller ID
before the PUC. (See infra reports on
TURN and PUC for background in
formation.) Along with a number of
other consumer groups, CA argued that
3
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Pacific Bell and the other phone company applicants should not be allowed
to offer the controversial new service
unless they are required to offer per-.
line blocking free of charge. Such
blocking conceals the caller's telephone
number on all calls made from that line.
CA is also concerned about the type
and level of consumer education to be
provided by the phone companies on
the new service. According to CA's
Mark Foster, "We have not been impressed by the industry's plans to inform people about Caller ID. They fall
far short of what will be needed to explain the service to customers. CA
wants to be sure that Caller ID is accompanied by complete and effective
education programs to let all customers
understand their rights and options."
CONSUMERS UNION
1535 Mission Street
San Francisco,CA 94103
(415) 431-6747
Consumers Union (CU), the largest
consumer organization in the nation, is
a consumer advocate on a wide range of
issues in both federal and state forums.
At the national level, Consumers Union
publishes Consumer Reports. Historically, Consumers Union has been very
active in California consumer issues.
MAJOR PROJECTS:
On September 5, CU praised Insurance Commissioner John Garamendi's
surprise endorsement of a no-fault auto
insurance system similar to the one
embodied in SB 941 (Johnston). SB
941, the no-fault auto insurance bill
sponsored by CU, failed to pass the
legislature during the first year of the
current two-year legislative session, as
did all major insurance reform measures. (See CRLR Vol. 11, No. 3 (Summer 1991) pp. 33 and 128 for background information.)
Insurance
reform-including
Garamendi's nine-point no-fault proposal-was scheduled for discussion by
a joint conference committee in early
September, but committee chair Senator Bill Lockyer abruptly postponed a
September 6 hearing. CU regional director Harry Snyder accused Lockyer
and Assembly Speaker Willie Brownwho oppose no-fault--of cancelling the
hearing in order to counter the apparently growing support for no-fault. At a
Capitol news conference, Snyder
blamed the California Trial Lawyers
Association for causing the collapse of
meaningful insurance reform bills, predicted that a consumer no-fault initia4

tive would be on the ballot in 1992, and
urged that any new initiative proceed
without financial support from the insurance industry.
On July 25, CU announced the formation of the National Community Reinvestment Coalition, a diverse network
of thirty unions, civil rights groups, advocacy groups, and religious organizations which will work for increased access to credit and other financial services for underserved populations, including women, low/moderate-income
individuals and families, minorities,
small businesses, neighborhoods, and
rural areas. Gail Hillebrand, staff attorney with CU's west coast office, will
serve on the executive committee of the
new coalition. According to Hillebrand,
the purpose of the Coalition is to create
and maintain a national commitment to
fair and significant access to credit and
financial services for underserved populations through the federal Community
Reinvestment Act.
CU recently agreed to a settlement
in Aetna Financialv. Consumers Union,
No. 926772 (San Francisco County Superior Court). Aetna will halt its practice of charging borrowers of $1,000 or
less a 5% administrative fee on both the
loan and the fee itself, and will refund
two times the overcharge to customers
affected over the past four years. (See
CRLR Vol. 11, No. 3 (Summer 1991) p.
34 and Vol. 11, No. I (Winter 1991) p.
27 for background information.)
The following is a status update on
bills which CU is monitoring (see CRLR
Vol. 11, No. 3 (Summer 1991) pp. 3334 for background information):
-AB 2107 (Connelly), as amended
August 19, would reform the law regarding credit life insurance. This two-year
bill is pending in the Senate Committee
on Insurance, Claims and Corporations.
-SB 1105 (Dills) permanently deregulates retail credit card interest rates.
This bill, which CU strongly opposed,
was signed by the Governor on October
11 (Chapter 819, Statutes of 1991).
-AB 2225 (Roybal-Allard) would
require the Department of Health Services to develop a Medically Needy
Outreach Program and conduct a oneyear study of the program's effectiveness. This two-year bill is pending in the Assembly Ways and Means
Committee.
-AB 1672 (Margolin), as amended
August 20, would require specified notice requirements to insurance consumers who are facing cancellation,
nonrenewal, or the prospect of increased
premiums for certain types of insurance. This two-year bill is pending on
the Assembly floor.

-AB 148 (Margolin) would increase
the penalties applicable to persons who
engage in any unfair method of competition or any unfair or deceptive act or
practice in the business of insurance.
This two-year bill is pending in the Assembly Insurance Committee.
-SB 1190 (Killea), as amended July
17, would create a licensing program
for midwives within the Medical Board.
This two-year bill is pending in the Senate Appropriations Committee.
ENVIRONMENTAL
DEFENSE FUND
Rockridge Market Hall
5655 College Ave.
Oakland, CA 94618
(510) 658-8008
The Environmental Defense Fund
(EDF) was formed in 1967 by a group
of Long Island scientists and naturalists
concerned that DDT was poisoning the
environment. EDF was a major force
behind the 1972 federal ban of DDT.
Staffed by scientists, economists, and
attorneys, EDF is now a national organization working to protect the environment and the public health. Through
extensive scientific and economic research, EDF identifies and develops solutions to environmental problems. EDF
currently concentrates on four areas of
concern: energy, toxics, water resources,
and wildlife.
MAJOR PROJECTS:
A January 15 hearing is scheduled
in Golden Gate Audubon Society, et al.
v. State Water Resources ControlBoard,
No. 366984 (Sacramento County Superior Court). In this action, EDF and
numerous other environmental groups
challenge the validity of WRCB's May
I Water Quality Control Plan for Salinity, one of several statewide plans
which has emerged from the Board's
four-year-long proceeding to establish
a long-range protection plan for the waters of the San Francisco Bay/Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta Estuary. (See
CRLR Vol. 11, No. 3 (Summer 1991)
pp. 34 and 180 for background information on this case.)
The petitioners' case was given a
boost on September 3, when the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) informed WRCB that its salinity
plan is inadequate to protect fish and
wildlife in the Bay/Delta. In its advisory, the EPA repeated the concerns of
environmentalists that the water quality
plan adopted proposes temperature and
salt levels in the Delta which are not
sufficient to protect "the ecological
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health of the estuary." The EPA gave
WRCB 90 days to recommend improved
water quality standards. If the state fails
to meet the deadline, EPA has the power
under the Clean Water Act to begin developing federal standards for the Delta.
State officials said they would ask EPA
to ease the timetable.
EDF and its allies want the state to
increase the flow of fresh water through
the Delta to reduce salinity and lower
water temperatures, which will protect
declining and endangered fish species
such as the Delta smelt, striped bass,
and chinook salmon. However, greater
flows through the Delta would mean
that less water could be diverted for
farm use and for shipment to southern
California. The Sacramento-San Joaquin
Delta is a prime source of water for the
huge Metropolitan Water District in
southern California. WRCB does not
intend to address the flow requirements
issue until the final phase of its Bay/
Delta proceeding. EDF attorney Tom
Graff said he hoped the EPA decision
would give Governor Wilson the "ammunition to overhaul" WRCB by replacing appointees of former-Governor
Deukmejian.
In August, environmentalists, power
plant owners, and the EPA reached an
agreement to reduce air pollution from
the giant coal-fired Navajo Generating
Station northeast of the Grand Canyon.
(See CRLR Vol. 11, No. 3 (Summer
1991) p. 35 for background information.) The agreement calls for a 90%
reduction in sulfur dioxide emissions
by August 1999, at a cost of $90 million. The Bush administration had earlier pushed for only a 70% reduction in
emissions, while EDF, other environmental groups, and the Grand Canyon
Trust urged the adoption of more stringent controls. The Los Angeles Department of Water and Power (DWP) is part
owner of the Navajo plant, and buys
about 23% of the electricity generated.
DWP analysts said the pollution controls would cost the average homeowner
an additional 20 cents per month.
Along with other environmental
groups, EDF opposes the proposed construction of the huge Auburn Dam upstream from Sacramento on the American River. (See CRLR Vol. 11, No. 3
(Summer 1991) p. 38 for background
information.) The project was halted by
environmental opposition in the late
1970s for economic, safety, and environmental reasons. However, the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers is seeking to
revive the dam project, citing the need
for additional flood control for Sacramento. EDF has responded with an
analysis showing that the Corps has ex-

aggerated the flood risk and ignored
less costly and environmentally preferable alternatives. EDF's report questions the wisdom of spending limited
federal funds on the dam, which threatens to destroy 48 miles of free-flowing
river and inundate many archaeological
and historic sites.
According to EDF, the Bush
administration's promise of"no net loss
of wetlands" is being undermined with
proposed changes in the definition of
the term "wetlands." The President's
Domestic Policy Council is considering
a new definition that would remove millions of acres of wetlands from protection under section 404 of the Clean Water Act. The "stricter" definition of wetlands could threaten more than 10% of
the nation's estimated 100 million acres
of wetlands now protected under a
broader 1989 definition, according to
environmental groups. Congress is also
considering bills that would limit wetlands protection. EDF attorney James
T.B. Tripp said, "The wholesale changes
being considered could remove federal
jurisdiction over significant portions of
forested wetlands, prairie potholes, and
other wetland ecosystems. These wetlands are valuable in helping to protect
water quality, prevent floods, recharge
groundwater, provide habitat for hundreds of bird and wildlife species, and
provide recreation and open space."
EDF urged its members and supporters
to write President Bush and their legislators asking them to oppose any weakening of wetlands protection.
FUND FOR ANIMALS
Fort Mason Center Bldg. C
San Francisco,CA 94123
(415) 474-4020
Founded in 1967, the Fund works
for wildlife conservation and to combat
cruelty to animals locally, nationally,
and internationally. Its motto is "We
speak for those who can't." The Fund's
activities include legislation, litigation,
education, and confrontation. Its New
York founder, Cleveland Amory, still
serves without salary as president and
chief executive officer.
MAJOR PROJECTS:
On September 9, Governor Wilson
vetoed AB 110 (O'Connell), which
would have banned the use of the painful Draize eye and skin irritancy tests
on animals in California for cosmetic
and household cleaning products. Despite Fund for Animals' arguments that
the tests are cruel and that alternative
tests are available, Governor Wilson
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claimed that animal testing is essential
and the first priority must be to protect
public health and safety. Senate President pro Tern David Roberti, who carried the bill in the Senate, stated that
cosmetics makers including Estee
Lauder, Shaklee, Revlon, Max Factor,
Noxell, Redken, Nexxus, Paul Mitchell,
and Dial Corporation have stated their
commitment to non-animal testing. Vigorously opposing AB 110 were the California Cosmetology Association, Johnson & Johnson, Proctor & Gamble, Mary
Kay Cosmetics, Helene Curtis, and
Elysee, along with former U.S. Surgeon
General C. Everett Koop.
On September 8, Governor Wilson
signed AB 977 (Mountjoy) (Chapter
371, Statutes of 1991), a controversial
bill opposed by Fund for Animals; the
bill allows the Fish and Game Commission to permit the sport hunting of
Nelson bighorn sheep anywhere in the
state by overturning restrictions that
confined bighorn sheep hunting to three
mountain ranges in San Bernardino
County.
The following is a status update on
other bills followed by Fund for Animals this year:
-AB 145 (Harvey), which would increase the minimum fine for persons
interfering with hunting activities, is a
two-year bill pending in the Senate Judiciary Committee.
-AB 159 (Floyd), which would eliminate the drugging of horses entered in
horse races and regulate the medication
of racehorses sold at horse or auction
sales, is a two-year bill pending in the
Senate Governmental Organization
Committee.
-AB 500 (Farr), as amended September 3, would provide minimum standards for the transport of horses; this
two-year bill has passed both houses,
but the Assembly has yet to concur in
Senate amendments.
-AB 1660 (Speier), as amended August 29, would require that a licensed
veterinarian be present at all rodeos to
treat injured animals; this two-year bill
is pending in the Senate Appropriations
Committee.
-AB 1000 (Hauser), as amended July
17, adds poultry to the list of animals
which must be slaughtered in accordance with the state Humane Slaughter
Act; this bill was signed by the Governor on October 11 (Chapter 837, Statutes of 1991).
-SB 15 (Robbins), as amended July
18, expands existing law regarding dogs
stolen for research or commercial purposes to coverthe theft of all animals; this
bill was signed by the Governor on October 5 (Chapter 490, Statutes of 1991).
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-SB 719 (Marks), which would ban
veal calf crates and require that calves
be able to at least lie down, turn around,
and move comfortably in their cages, is
a two-year bill pending in the Senate
inactive file.
-SB 318 (McCorquodale), as
amended April 23, would set minimum
standards for the care and treatment of
elephants in captivity; this two-year bill
is pending in the Senate Natural Resources and Wildlife Committee.
-SB 1013 (Thompson), as amended
July 15, bans alligator farms in the state
if the alligators are kept for the use of
their meat or hides. This bill was signed
by the Governor on October 9 (Chapter
776, Statutes of 1991).
LEAGUE FOR COASTAL
PROTECTION
P.O. Box 190812
San Francisco,CA 94119-0812
(415) 777-0220
Created in 1981, the League for
Coastal Protection (LCP) is a coalition
of citizen organizations and individuals
working to preserve California's coast.
It is the only statewide organization concentrating all its efforts on protecting
the coast. The League maintains a constant presence in Sacramento and monitors Coastal Commission hearings.
MAJOR PROJECTS:
In its summer Coastlines newsletter,
LCP reported that the Walt Disney Company has temporarily shelved SB 1062
(Maddy), which would effect a major
change in the 1976 Coastal Act by allowing Disney to fill 250 acres of open
coastal waters in the Long Beach Harbor to build a water-oriented theme park.
(See CRLR Vol. 11, No. 3 (Summer
1991) pp. 3 6 and 164-65 for background
information.) LCP warns that Disney
will be back in January with a new
proposal designed to overcome the challenges of a number of key legislators
who oppose the plan. Disney scored a
victory in June, when the California
Coastal Commission dropped its opposition to SB 1062 and instead adopted a
neutral stand on the bill. Although one
commissioner opined that negotiations
resulted in a number of concessions from
Disney, another commissioner characterized the Commissioner's position as
"chickening out" and removing "by far
the most serious obstacle to the bill."
SB 1062 will be the subject of renewed
debate when the legislature reconvenes
in January.
The same issue of Coastlines reported on the annual environmental
6

grading report of state legislators conducted by the California League of Conservation Voters. The League noted that
state senators scored an average of 66%
in favor of pro-environment issues in
the 1990 legislative session; Democratic
senators scored an average of 84% and
Republicans scored an average of 32%.
The average score in the Assembly was
65%, down from 70% in 1989. Assembly Democrats voted pro-environment
94% of the time, while Republicans
scored only 24%. Perfect 100% voting
records were earned by three senators
and 15 assemblymembers; the only zero
score was achieved by Assembly Republican Ross Johnson of La Habra.
LCP tracked the progress of several
bills this year, including the following:
-SB 283 (Rosenthal), as amended
September 5, would have strengthened
the Coastal Commission's authority to
enforce the Coastal Act of 1976. This
bill was vetoed by Governor Wilson on
September 13.
-SB 317 (Davis), as amended September 11, authorizes the Coastal Commission and its executive director to
issue cease and desist orders to persons
or governmental agencies which have
undertaken, or are threatening to undertake, any activity which requires a permit from the Commission or which may
be inconsistent with a permit previously
issued by the Commission. This bill was
signed by the Governor on October 10
(Chapter 76 1, Statutes of 1991).
-AB 888 (Mays), as amended September 11, prohibits the State Lands
Commission from leasing most stateowned tide and submerged lands within
Santa Barbara, Los Angeles, and Orange counties for oil and gas exploration and development purposes. This
bill was signed by the Governor on October 1I(Chapter 835, Statutes of 1991).
-AB 854 (Lempert), previously supported by LCP, was substantially
amended on June 28. Now pending in
the Senate Committee on Natural Resources and Wildlife, the bill would repeal and reenact the Coastal Resources
and Energy Assistance Act, and authorize the Secretary of Environmental Affairs to award grants to coastal counties
and cities for activities related to offshore development. Earlier provisions
creating the California Coastal Sanctuary and prohibiting oil drilling in stateowned waters were deleted from AB
854 and amended into AB 10 (Hauser),
which is pending in the Senate Governmental Organization Committee.
In July, LCP decried what it called
the "down and dirty" political maneuvering by several members of the
Coastal Commission, who "conducted

an unprincipled attack" on Commission
Executive Director Peter Douglas. During his six-year tenure, Douglas has
been, according to LCP, a "steadfast
proponent of sound coastal management." In early July, two commissioners-David Malcolm and Mark
Nathanson, both appointed by Assembly Speaker Willie Brown-led a behind-the-scenes attempt to oust Douglas from his job. Even with the help
of Brown, who abruptly removed proenvironment and pro-Douglas Commissioner Robert Franco from the Commission two days before the vote on
Douglas was taken, the coup attempt
failed. Douglas was endorsed by a vote
of 10-0. (See infra agency report on
COASTAL COMMISSION for related
discussion.)
An article in the summer issue of
Coastlines criticized the Bush
administration's proposed energy plan
as "a national energy catastrophe." The
proposal, known as the "National Energy Security Act of 1991," is sponsored by Senator Bennett Johnston (DLouisiana) and Senator Malcolm Wallop (R-Wyoming) as S. 1220. According to LCP, the bill proposes a type of
"Outer Continental Shelf (OCS) Revenue Sharing" aimed at "providing economic disincentives to punish coastal
states which utilize congressional OCS
moratorium provisions as a method of
protecting their coastlines from offshore
drilling." LCP says the bill would also
amend existing law "to grant broad new
authority to oil companies whenever
they are awarded new offshore leases
for exploration." According to LCP,
"these new powers, once granted to offshore lessees, would make it almost
impossible to ever again place a congressional moratorium on already leased
OCS tracts."
LCP states that S. 1220 would also
allow oil development in the pristine
Arctic National Wildlife Refuge, proposes the adoption of accelerated onestep construction permits to expedite
the building of new nuclear power
plants, and "is the oil industry's legislative vehicle for resurrecting the offshore
drilling battle in the regions where they
have lost the right to drill."
At this writing, Congress is close to
approving another one-year OCS oil
drilling moratorium as part of the appropriations bill for the U.S. Department of the Interior. The moratorium
includes, for the first time, new protected areas off the entire southern Atlantic coastline, and involves a total geographic area of about 170 million acres.
The measure protects most of the west
and east coasts, the Florida Keys, and
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the west coast of Florida in the eastern
Gulf of Mexico, and bans the drilling of
active leases in Alaska's highly sensitive Bristol Bay. The moratorium would
expire October 1, 1992.

NATURAL RESOURCES
DEFENSE COUNCIL
71 Stevenson St., Suite 1825
San Francisco, CA 94105
(415) 777-0220
The Natural Resources Defense
Council (NRDC) is a nonprofit environmental advocacy organization with
a nationwide membership of more than
125,000 individuals, more than 38,000
of whom reside in California. Since
1972, NRDC's western office in San
Francisco has been active on a wide
range of California, western, and national environmental issues. Most of that
work is now grouped under five subject-matter headings: public lands,
coastal resources, pesticides, energy, and
water supply. In these areas, NRDC lawyers and scientists work on behalf of
underrepresented environmental quality interests before numerous state and
federal forums. Public health concerns
are increasingly a priority, in addition to
conservation of nonrenewable resources
and ecosystem preservation.
NRDC has been active in developing energy conservation alternatives to
new power plants and offshore oil drilling, and resource-conserving land use
policies in California's coastal counties
and federally-managed lands. Notable
recent achievements by NRDC include
leadership of coalitions which have developed broadly-supported federal legislative initiatives on pesticide regulation and efficiency standards for household appliances.
Agricultural water supply and drainage issues are taking on growing importance with NRDC, including the widelypublicized contamination of the
Kesterson Wildlife Refuge and the
broader policy issues underlying that
crisis. In California, NRDC appears frequently before the Coastal Commission,
Energy Commission, and Public Utilities Commission. NRDC headquarters
is in New York City, with branch offices
in Washington, D.C., San Francisco, Los
Angeles, and Honolulu.
MAJOR PROJECTS:
In a major victory for NRDC and a
coalition of environmental, health, poverty, and civil rights groups, the state
Department of Health Services (DHS)
has agreed to test the majority of poor

children up to age five for lead poisoning. NRDC and the coalition filed
Matthews v. Coye, No. C90-3620-EFL
(N.D. Cal.), in December 1990, contending that 1989 amendments to the
federal Medicaid statute impose a mandatory duty on states to ensure that
blood lead levels are measured in poor
children. (See CRLR Vol. 11, No. 3
(Summer 1991) p. 37 and Vol. 11, No.
I (Winter 1991) p. 30 for background
information.) Initially, DHS contended
that the law appeared to leave such testing up to the discretion of individual
physicians, but gradually shifted position due to a combination of factors,
including the recent appointment of Dr.
Molly Coye as the new DHS director
and the identification of lead poisoning
as "the No. 1 environmental problem
facing America's children" by the federal Centers for Disease Control. Under the settlement in the landmark litigation, all children up to age five and
enrolled in Medi-Cal's Child Health and
Disability Prevention Program will have
their blood lead levels tested. The settlement is expected to influence lead testing policy in all other states.
NRDC is in the forefront of the fight
to save the California gnatcatcher, a
four-inch-long, blue-gray songbird
which makes its home in the rapidly
disappearing coastal sagebrush of southern California. Along with biologist
Jonathan Atwood, NRDC petitioned the
state Fish and Game Commission
(FGC) to list the gnatcatcher as endangered in January 1991. The issue has
sparked considerable controversy in
southern California, as developers in
San Diego, Orange, and Riverside counties seek to raze and develop the last
remaining habitat of the species, while
environmentalists call for strict application of the California Endangered
Species Act (CESA). Fewer than 1,800
pairs of the birds now exist because
most of its coastal sage scrub habitat
has been developed.
After considerable study by its biologists, the Department of Fish and
Game (DFG) advised the Commission
to grant the petition and list the gnatcatcher as a "candidate species," thus
providing the bird and its habitat with
limited protection for a year-long period while DFG conducts further population studies. After postponing a decision on the issue scheduled for August
2, FGC denied the petition in a 3-1 vote
at its August 30 meeting. (See infra
agency report on DFG for related discussion.) However, on September 5,
before developers had a chance to celebrate, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service proposed the addition of the gnat-
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catcher to the endangered species list
under the federal Endangered Species
Act. Although viewed by environmentalists as extremely helpful and a vindication of the state's biological evidence
on the decline of the gnatcatcher and its
habitat, the federal government's action
does not provide immediate and complete protection to the species; it triggers a 90-day public comment period,
after which the Service will make its
decision.
Thus, on September 13, NRDC filed
suit against FGC in Sacramento County
Superior Court under CESA, seeking a
court order requiring the Commission
to list the bird immediately. NRDC contends that, in light of the substantial
biological evidence on the rapid depletion of the species and its habitat, FGC's
refusal to list the bird is arbitrary and
capricious. If the court reaches the merits of the lawsuit, this will be the first
judicial interpretation of CESA, its
implementation by FGC, and the extent
of its protections to declining species
and their habitat. (See CRLR Vol. 10,
Nos. 2 & 3 (Spring/Summer 1990) p. 1
for extensive background information.)
A January 15 hearing is scheduled
in Golden Gate Audubon Society, et al.
v. State Water Resources ControlBoard,
No. 366984 (Sacramento County Superior Court). In this action, NRDC and
numerous other environmental groups
challenge the validity of WRCB's May
I Water Quality Control Plan for Salinity, one of several statewide plans
which has emerged from the Board's
four-year-long proceeding to establish
a long-range protection plan for the waters of the San Francisco Bay/Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta Estuary. (See
CRLR Vol. 11, No. 3 (Summer 1991)
pp. 37 and 180 for background information on this case.)
The petitioners' case was given a
boost on September 3, when the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) informed WRCB that its salinity
plan is inadequate to protect fish and
wildlife in the Bay/Delta. In its advisory, EPA repeated the concerns of environmentalists that the water quality
plan adopted proposes temperature and
salt levels in the Delta which are not
sufficient to protect "the ecological
health of the estuary." EPA gave WRCB
90 days to recommend improved water
quality standards. If the state fails to
meet the deadline, EPA has the power
under the Clean Water Act to begin developing federal standards for the Delta.
State officials said they would ask EPA
to ease the timetable.
NRDC and its allies want the state to
increase the flow of fresh water through
3
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the Delta to reduce salinity and lower
water temperatures, which will protect
declining and endangered fish species
such as the Delta smelt, striped bass,
and chinook salmon. However, greater
flows through the Delta would mean
that less water could be diverted for
farm use and for shipment to southern
California. The Sacramento-San Joaquin
Delta is a prime source of water for the
huge Metropolitan Water District in
southern California. WRCB does not
intend to address the flow requirements
issue until the final phase of its Bay/
Delta proceeding.
In the July edition of its Newsline
newsletter, NRDC announced the commencement of its "Campaign for Clean
Water," which aims to strengthen and
update the 1972 federal Clean Water
Act (CWA). Several deadlines requiring government to make waterways safe
for fishing and swimming and to end all
releases of pollution into the nation's
waters have long since passed. The EPA
has estimated that 17,000 bodies of water are still badly polluted. The CWA is
up for reauthorization, and NRDC is
leading a coalition of more than 60
groups in lobbying Congress to improve
the statute. According to NRDC, the
success of the campaign depends on
grassroots citizen involvement.
NRDC advocates numerous changes
in the CWA, including the following:
prevention of pollution by eliminating
the use and release of toxics; prevention
of pollution runoff; elimination of toxic
releases into sewage treatment plants;
protection of groundwater; the halting
of raw sewage discharges; protection of
critical ecosystems, including wetlands
and aquatic ecosystems; prevention and
clean-up of sediment contamination;
conservation and reuse of water; strict
enforcement of clean water laws and
closing of loopholes; and adequate funding of clean water programs.
In conjunction with its CWA campaign, on August 14 NRDC released a
report on beach pollution, revealing that
contamination from sewage and storm
water runoff resulted in 2,400 beach
closures in ten states during the past
two years, with about 400 such closures in California. The study said massive amounts of raw or inadequately
treated sewage threaten many of the
nation's most popular beaches. Because
health standards vary from state to state,
beach-goers cannot be certain whether
it is safe to swim. Along with overall
strengthening of the CWA, NRDC
called for uniform national regulations
on beach contamination and increased
funding for cities to improve sewage
treatment.
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PACIFIC LEGAL FOUNDATION
2700 Gateway Oaks Dr., Suite 200
Sacramento, CA 95833
(916) 641-8888
The Pacific Legal Foundation (PLF)
is a public interest law firm which supports free enterprise, private property
rights, and individual freedom. PLF devotes most of its resources to litigation,
presently participating in 96 cases in
state and federal courts.
MAJOR PROJECTS:
PLF continues its representation of
intervenors Peter Schabarum and Californians for a Citizen Government,
Proposition 140's author and sponsor,
respectively, in Legislature v. Eu, No.
S019660, the legislature's challenge to
the constitutionality of Proposition 140.
The initiative, successful on the November 1990 ballot, limits the number
of terms which may be served by state
lawmakers and cuts the legislature's
budget by approximately 40%. (See
CRLR Vol. 11, No. 3 (Summer 1991)
pp. 37-38, 49, 53, and 206 for background information.) On June 14, over
PLF's strenuous objection, the California Supreme Court temporarily stayed
the provision requiring the legislature
to reduce its operating budget by July 1.
Although the court's decision blocks
the entire budget reduction provision,
legislative leaders generally agreed that
the stay will be applied only to proposed cuts affecting the Office of the
Auditor General (OAG) and the Legislative Analyst's Office (LAO).
According to PLF, the legislators'
threats to abolish OAG and LAO on the
basis that "there are no nonessential
people left to dismiss" are "preposterous." PLF, which asserts that the legislature is "full of nonessential personnel" and that committees are "highly
duplicative," contends that the lastminute emergency stay was "contrary
to the will of the people."
On September 12, the Supreme Court
heard oral argument in the underlying
matter. During the 90-minute session,
attorneys for the legislature argued that
the measure constitutes a revision (rather
than a mere amendment) of the state
constitution, which cannot be accomplished by initiative. In defense of
Proposition 140, Deputy Attorney General Manuel Medeiros argued that because the measure does not affect the
legislature's traditional powers, no constitutional rights are violated. A ruling
from the court is expected by the end of
the year.
PLF's challenge to the State Bar's
implementation of the U.S. Supreme

Court's ruling in Keller v. State Bar of
Californiahas proceeded to arbitration.
On July 19, American Arbitration Association arbitrator David Concepcion decided to close the proceedings to the
public, at the request of the Bar and
despite objections by PLF attorney Anthony Caso. However, on July 25, the
Bar reversed itself and asked
Concepcion to open the hearings "so
that the state's attorneys will be able to
know what is going on in proceedings
that could have a major impact on the
State Bar's future"; Concepcion granted
this request.
Meanwhile, another 78 Bar members added their names to the original
100 represented by PLF in the arbitration proceeding, in which members are
seeking a more sizeable refund of State
Bar dues which they allege are used for
political or "non-chargeable" uses. At
this writing, Concepcion's ruling in the
matter is not expected until December.
(See CRLR Vol. 11, No. 3 (Summer
1991) pp. 38 and 201-02; Vol. 11, No. 2
(Spring 1991) pp. 35 and 183; and Vol.
11, No. I (Winter 1991) pp. 31 and
150-51 for extensive background information on the Keller case.)
On June 21, the U.S. District Court
for the Northern District of California
ruled that local governments may not
require contractors to pay "prevailing
wages" on private construction projects
as a condition for receiving building
permits. In Associated Builders and
Contractors v. Baca, Nos. C-90-1575CAL and C-90-3581-CAL, PLF filed
an amicus curiae brief, opposing the
requirement on the basis that it conflicts
with federal labor laws. The court determined that locally-imposed prevailing wage ordinances conflict with the
rights of private-sector employees and
employers under the National Labor
Relations Act to collectively bargain
freely for wages and conditions of employment without government interference. According to PLF, enforcement of
these requirements would have had a
"devastating impact on affordable housing" since any additional construction
costs are "inevitably ... passed on to
the consumer."
On August 7, the U.S. Ninth Circuit
Court of Appeals ruled that the City of
Sacramento may require commercial developers to pay development fees which
are used to provide low-income housing in exchange for approval of the developers' projects. In CommercialBuilders of Northern California v. City of
Sacramento, No. 89-16398, PLF attorneys unsuccessfully argued that the
city's Housing Trust Fund Ordinance
violated the takings clause of the U.S.
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Constitution. According to PLF, it will
seek a rehearing by the full eleven-judge
Ninth Circuit and, if necessary, appeal
the case to the U.S. Supreme Court.
In the fall issue of its In Perspective
newsletter, PLF announced that it would
file an amicus brief in Butt v. Richmond
Unified School District, No. S020835,
pending before the California Supreme
Court. Last May, with a deficit of $25
million, the Richmond school district
announced that it would close 52
schools. Although a trial court ruling
prohibited the district from closing its
schools and ordered the state to issue a
$19 million loan, Governor Pete Wilson
refused to authorize the bailout unless
specified conditions are met. PLF, which
believes that local school districts should
not be rewarded for mismanagement of
their fiscal affairs, will challenge the
trial court's decision by arguing that
Californians created a public education
system which is supposed to encourage-not discourage-local responsibility for local education.
On September 19, the California Supreme Court agreed to hear Knox v.
City of Orland,No. S022080, in which
several Orland residents represented by
PLF challenge a city ordinance which
allows it to charge each household $24
to maintain city parks. Although Orland
defends the charge as a "beneficial assessment," PLF maintains that the assessment is nothing more than a device to avoid Proposition 13's requirement that two-thirds of the voters approve new taxes. The Third District
Court of Appeal upheld the charge in
an unpublished June 20 decision; at this
writing, no briefing schedule has been
announced.
In June, PLF president and cofounder Ronald Zumbrun announced
that he and two PLF associates have
formed a "for-profit" version of PLF.
The firm of Zumbrun, Best & Findley
will represent paying clients in cases
involving broad public issues such as
land use, environmental law, and government regulation. Zumbrun will
remain as PLF president on a parttime basis.
PLANNING AND
CONSERVATION LEAGUE
909 12th St., Suite 203
Sacramento, CA 95814
(916) 444-8726
The Planning and Conservation
League (PCL) is a nonprofit statewide
alliance of several thousand citizens and
more than 100 conservation organizations devoted to promoting sound envi-

ronmental legislation in California. Located in Sacramento, PCL actively lobbies for legislation to preserve
California's coast; prevent dumping of
toxic wastes into air, water, and land;
preserve wild and scenic rivers; and protect open space and agricultural land.
PCL is the oldest environmental lobbying group in the state. Founded in
1965 by a group of citizens concerned
about uncontrolled development
throughout the state, PCL has fought
for over two decades to develop a body
of resource-protective environmental
law which will keep the state beautiful
and productive.
Since its creation, PCL has been active in almost every major environmental effort in California and a participant
in the passage of numerous pieces of
significant legislation, including the
California Environmental Quality Act,
the Coastal Protection Law, the act creating the Bay Conservation and Development Commission, the Lake Tahoe
Compact Act, the Energy Commission
Act, the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act,
and laws which enhance the quality of
urban environments.
PCL is supported by individual and
group membership fees, with a current
membership of more than 9,500 individuals. PCL established its nonprofit,
tax-deductible PCL Foundation in 1971,
which is supported by donations from
individuals, other foundations, and government grants. The Foundation specializes in research and public education programs on a variety of natural
resource issues. It has undertaken several major projects, including studies of
the California coast, water quality, river
recreation industries, energy pricing,
land use, the state's environmental budget, and implementation of environmental policies.
MAJOR PROJECTS:
In June, the PCL Foundation released
a report entitled The 21st Century: Preserving California's Natural and Human Environment, which reveals that
California spends only 1% of its annual
budget on the protection of California's
resources; most of that money is allocated to the State Water Project or to
fight fires. According to the report,
"[e]ssentially no money at all goes to
protecting our rapidly vanishing prime
farmland." The report estimates that protection of already-listed rare, threatened,
and endangered species will cost the
state more than $6 billion, not including
many species that are declining but not
yet listed as rare, threatened, or endangered. According to the Foundation, the
Department of Fish and Game has esti-
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mated that protecting areas vital to existing deer herds and other important
species will cost more than $10 billion.
In addition, several billion dollars may
be required to restore fishery habitat,
acquire needed water rights, and repair
damaged river banks.
The Foundation characterized its report as "partial," and called for a comprehensive govermnent-sponsored research project to identify the state's environmental needs for the next century.
The study also included proposals for
programs to increase funding for resource protection, including the imposition of a tax on the transfer of real
estate; in Florida, such a tax provides
hundreds of millions of dollars per year
to acquire and protect wetlands, coastal
areas, rivers, and parks. The Foundation also suggests a fee on water users,
with proceeds used to provide safe drinking water and to restore fish and wildlife habitat. To achieve even a modest
level of resource protection outlined in
the PCL Foundation report, "California
must quickly begin to spend at least
several hundred million dollars a year,
or our natural, open space and recreational heritage will be lost forever."
PCL was busy in the legislature this
year. SB 959 (Presley), PCL's groundwater quality bill, is a two-year bill pending in the Assembly Committee on Water, Parks, and Wildlife; the Senate approved the measure in June, after feverish lobbying by PCL staff and members. As amended August 21, the bill
would enact the Safe Drinking, Water,
Fish, and Wildlife Act of 1992, and impose a modest fee on urban water users
to create a fund for groundwater cleanup and restoration of fish and wildlife
resources. (See CRLR Vol. 11, No. 3
(Summer 1991) p. 38 for background
information.)
PCL is lobbying to defeat SB 39
(Ayala), which, as amended June 11,
would enact the Auburn Dam Water
Quality Protection Bond Act of 1992,
and authorize the sale of bonds in the
amount of $1.2 billion to build the Auburn Dam on the American River. PCL
claims such a dam would permanently
flood 48 miles of river canyons. The
June issue of PCL's California Today
newsletter stated that stopping the Auburn Dam project is a major priority
and PCL will not give up until the
proposal is dropped. PCL advocates a
more reasonable and environmentally
sound flood control system for the Sacramento area. (See CRLR Vol. 11, No.
3 (Summer 1991) p. 38 for background
information.)
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PUBLIC ADVOCATES
1535 Mission St.
San Francisco,CA 94103
(415) 431-7430
Public Advocates, Inc. (PA) is a nonprofit public interest law firm whose
mission is to fight the persistent, underlying causes and effects of poverty and
discrimination against low-income, minority, and immigrant residents of California. PA has concentrated its efforts in
the areas of education, employment,
health, housing, insurance, and public
utilities. Since its founding in 1971, PA
has filed over 100 class action suits and
represented more than 70 organizations,
including the NAACP, the League of
United Latin American Citizens, the Filipino-American Political Association, the
National Organization for Women, the
Gray Panthers, and the World Institute
of Disability.
MAJOR PROJECTS:
Earlier this year, PA petitioned state
Insurance
Commissioner John
Garamendi to adopt regulations which
would encourage insurers to end their
practice of "redlining" and to equally
serve California's low-income, minority, and inner-city communities. (See
infra agency report on DEPARTMENT
OF INSURANCE; see also CRLR Vol.
11, No. 3 (Summer 1991) p. 130 for
background information.) PA filed the
petition on behalf of the Minority/LowIncome/Consumer Coalition, a network
of fifteen low-income, minority, and
consumer organizations. On August 19,
the Commissioner held a public hearing on proposed regulations based on
PA's petition; the proposed rules would
allow increased profits for insurers who
do business in these communities and
require decreased profits for those who
provide discriminatory or inferior service. At the hearing, numerous witnesses-both residents of the disadvantaged communities and insurance
agents-testified to the insurance
industry's redlining practices. Selwyn
Whitehead, President of the Coalition
of Bay-Area Women-Owned Businesses and Executive Director of the
Greenlining Coalition, said that insurance companies attempted to charge
her $8,000-$10,000 per year for commercial liability insurance for her business, while white males were offered
similar coverage for only $900-$1,500
per year. At this writing, Commissioner
Garamendi has not submitted the
redlining regulations to the Office of
Administrative Law for review and
approval.

0

PA is monitoring California Automobile Assigned Risk Plan v. Gillespie,
now pending in the California Supreme
Court. The case originated in February
1989, when administrators of the California Automobile Assigned Risk Plan
(CAARP) petitioned the Insurance Commissioner for an average rate increase
of 112.3%. The Minority/Low-Income/
Consumer Coalition intervened, alleging that the Plan failed to satisfy the
requirements for a rate increase and
failed to comply with sound actuarial
principles. The Coalition also alleged
that CAARP's requested rates-$2,200
in low-income, inner city communities-would effectively destroy the Plan
by eliminating 90% of low-income, inner city drivers already subject to
redlining in the voluntary market. Representing the Coalition, PA attorney
Mark Savage said that these drivers
would consequently be unable to obtain
auto insurance at all. "By eliminating
low-income, inner-city drivers from the
Plan, the Assigned Risk Plan will also
force middle- and upper-class drivers to
pay much more for uninsured motorist
rates. Now middle- and upper-class drivers will be forced to pay the full bill."
Former Insurance Commissioner
Gillespie denied CAARP's increase request in December 1989; the Second
District Court of Appeal recently upheld the Commissioner's decision. (See
CRLR Vol. 11, No. 3 (Summer 1991) p.
134 for extensive background information.) Insurers are asking the Supreme
Court to decide whether the CAARP
statute allows the Commissioner to consider the affordability of CAARP rates
and/or to cross-subsidize CAARP rates
through the voluntary market or insurers' surplus.
PA continues to support SB 36
(Petris), which would pool contributions
from private and public insurance programs in one state-administered program to provide universal health coverage. (See CRLR Vol. 11, No. 3 (Summer 1991) pp. 34 and 40 for background
information.) In June, the Health Access Coalition, of which PA is a member, organized a massive lobbying effort in Sacramento in support of SB 36.
Health Access spokesperson Lois
Salisbury said that a similar health plan
in Canada was adopted province by
province, and that California could play
a major role in creating such a system in
the United States. According to PA, the
California Medical Association characterizes SB 36 as "a dangerous bill." SB
36 will be debated again in the next
legislative session.
PA is participating in the Public Utilities Commission's Alternative Regula-

tory Framework hearings on telecommunications competition and rate design on behalf of the Mexican-American Political Association, the American
G.I. Forum, and itself. PA intends to
block a proposed rate adjustment by
Pacific Bell and General Telephone,
which would increase lifeline and basic
residential service rates while enhancing competition for commercial business and decreasing rates for businesses.
(See infra reports on TURN and PUC
for related discussion.) PA alleges that
Pacific Bell and GTE will use deregulation and the proposed rate increase to
shift $5 billion in rates from the affluent
to the poor.

PUBLIC INTEREST
CLEARINGHOUSE
200 McAllister St.
San Francisco,CA 94102-4978
(415) 565-4695
The Public Interest Clearinghouse
(PIC) is a resource and coordination
center for public interest law and statewide legal services. PIC is partially
sponsored by four northern California
law schools: Hastings School of Law,
University of Santa Clara School of Law,
Golden Gate School of Law, and University of California at Davis School of
Law. The Clearinghouse is also funded
by the California Legal Services Trust
Fund and a subgrant from the Legal
Services Corporation.
Through the Legal Services Coordination Project, PIC serves as a general
resource center for all legal services
programs in California and other states
in the Pacific region. Services include
information on funding sources and
regulations, administrative materials,
and coordination of training programs.
PIC's Public Interest Users Group
(PUG) addresses the needs of computer
users in the public interest legal community. Members include legal services
programs in the western region of the
United States, State Bar Trust Fund recipients, and other professionals in various stages of computerization. PUG coordinates training events and user group
meetings, and serves as a clearinghouse
for information shared by public interest attorneys.
PIC's biweekly Public Interest Employment Report lists positions for a
variety of national, state, and local public interest organizations, including
openings for attorneys, administrators,
paralegals, and fundraisers. There is no
charge for listing jobs in the employment report. A job resource library at
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PIC's office is available to employment
report subscribers and to the general
public.
PIC's public interest law program
at the four sponsoring law schools helps
prepare students to be effective advocates for the poor and other disadvantaged members of society. A project
known as "PALS"-the Public Interest
Attorney-Law Student Liaison Program-matches interested law students
with practitioners in the field for informal discussions about the practice
of law.
PIC's Academic Project promotes
and facilitates the interaction of law
school faculty and legal services attorneys in furtherance of law in the public
interest. Faculty members assist practicing attorneys with legal services cases,
and staff attorneys help faculty with
research and course materials.
PIC publishes the Directory of Bay
Area Public Interest Organizations,
which lists over 600 groups and information on their services and fees. PIC
also publishes Public Interest, Private
Practice,which lists over 250 for-profit
law firms which devote a substantial
portion of their legal work to the public
interest.
PIC publishes the Public Interest
Advocate, a newsletter of its public interest law program. The newsletter prints
information on part-time and summer
positions available to law students. It is
published August through April for law
students in northern California. Listings are free and must be received by
the tenth of the month.
MAJOR PROJECTS:
In June, PIC published a report entitled Unequal Justice: A Report on the
DecliningAvailability of Legal Services
for California'sPoor 1980-1990,which
documents the significant decline of legal services available for the poor from
one attorney for every 5,000 disadvantaged persons in 1980 to one attorney
for every 10,000 in 1990. While the
number of poor people has increased
41% in this time period, the number of
legal aid attorneys decreased by 20%.
According to PIC, only 15.2% of the
legal needs of California's poor are being met. The report noted that legal services programs face significant difficulties recruiting and retaining lawyers,
especially given the competition from
the private sector.
The State Bar Board of Governors
placed PIC's UnequalJustice report on
the August agenda of its Committee on
Legal Services. The Board noted that
PIC's report illustrates the critical need
for affordable legal services, and was

scheduled to discuss the report at its
October retreat.
PIC has conducted eight hands-on
telecommunications training sessions as
part of its project funded by the Public
Utilities Commission's Telecommunications Education Trust (TET). (See
CRLR Vol. 11, No. 3 (Summer 1991)
pp. 40-41 for background information.)
Dozens of legal services staffers statewide participated in the day-long sessions, during which they learned how to
use HandsNet and other telecommunications programs. PIC also prepared a
manual on computer telecommunications, which will be mailed to all TET
recipients.
PIC has been following the progress
of several legal services bills in the legislature. SB 396 (Petris), as amended
July 2, would have required judgments
in class actions to be amended to allocate undistributed monies in any manner the court determines is the next best
use consistent with the underlying purposes of the action, or to the State Bar to
provide additional funding for the provision of legal services to indigent persons. Governor Wilson vetoed this bill
on October 4, stating that "it is inappropriate to direct these excesses back into
organizations that promote litigation."
AB 56 (Friedman), as amended September 5, would require a prescribed
amount of exemplary and punitive damages to be paid to a party awarded such
damages or who is to receive payment
under a settlement agreement, and would
require the remainder to be paid to the
State Bar to provide additional funding
for indigent legal services in civil matters. This two-year bill is pending in the
Senate inactive file.

SIERRA CLUB
Legislative Office
1024 Tenth St., 2nd Floor
Sacramento, CA 95814
(916) 444-6906
The Sierra Club has 185,000 members in California and over 530,000
members nationally, and works actively
on environmental and natural resource
protection issues. The Club is directed
by volunteer activists.
In California, Sierra Club has thirteen chapters, some with staffed offices.
Sierra Club maintains a legislative office in Sacramento to lobby on numerous state issues, including toxics and
pesticides, air and water quality, parks,
forests, land use, energy, coastal protection, water development, and wildlife.
In addition to lobbying the state legisla-
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ture, the Club monitors the activities of
several state agencies: the Air Resources
Board, Coastal Commission, Department of Health Services, Parks Department, and Resources Agency. The Sacramento office publishes a newsletter,
Legislative Agenda, approximately fifteen times per year. The Sierra Club
Committee on Political Education
(SCCOPE) is the Club's political action
committee, which endorses candidates
and organizes volunteer support in election campaigns.
The Sierra Club maintains national
headquarters in San Francisco, and operates a legislative office in Washington, D.C., and regional offices in several cities including Oakland and Los
Angeles.
MAJOR PROJECTS:
A coalition of environmental groups
including the Sierra Club is now circulating an initiative encouraging protection of California's dwindling oldgrowth forests and sustainable forestry
practices. The "Forest and Water Protection Initiative" is similar to "Forests
Forever" (Proposition 130, which failed
to pass in 1990), except there is no bond
measure included. Environmentalists
must obtain 350,000 valid signatures
(more than 600,000 gross signatures)
by December 16 in order to qualify for
the June 1992 ballot. Major financial
backing for the initiative is from Bay
Area investment counselor Harold Arbit
and Frank Wells, president of Walt
Disney Company. Initiative backers
were busy collecting signatures even as
the legislature debated and finally passed
a package of forest practices reform and
protection measures, which coalesced
in the form of AB 860 (Sher). As passed
by the legislature, AB 860 included some
of the most important provisions from
SB 854 (Keene), AB 641 (Hauser), AB
714 (Sher), and SB 300 (McCorquodale)
(see CRLR Vol. 11, No. 3 (Summer
1991) pp. 41-42 and 174-75 for background information on these bills). The
Wilson administration attempted to severely weaken the measure in the eleventh hour, but failed. Governor Wilson
vetoed AB 860 on October 10, thus
precipitating the initiative campaign.
Sierra Club's September 30 Legislative Agenda newsletter noted that this
legislative year was "excellent" for air
quality bills, including the following
which passed and were signed by Governor Wilson:
-SB 124 (McCorquodale) (Chapter
1201, Statutes of 1991) establishes the
San Joaquin Valley Air Quality Management District to oversee air pollution control efforts in eight northern
4
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California counties. The agency is
directed to specifically target efforts at
preventing air pollution-related damage
to the Sierra Nevada mountain ecosystem as the San Joaquin Valley becomes
one of the most rapidly urbanizing areas of the state.
-SB 1214 (Killea) (Chapter 900, Statutes of 1991) attempts to get California
to "kick the oil habit" by establishing a
state energy policy of maximum reduction of petroleum use. It directs the California Energy Commission to identify
and evaluate energy programs which
result in the least environmental and
economic cost to the state.
-SB 135 (Boatwright) (Chapter 496,
Statutes of 1991) requires all transit
buses and light- and medium-duty vehicles operated for compensation in
nonattainment areas to be low-emission
vehicles by 1998.
-AB 859 (Vasconcellos) (Chapter
874, Statutes of 1991) phases out the
percentage of new motor vehicles
equipped with air conditioners which
utilize CFC-based products, and requires
the Air Resources Board to adopt regulations to enforce the bill.
-AB 157 (Roybal-Allard) (Chapter
902, Statutes of 1991) enables local air
districts to curb toxic air pollution by
requiring industries to provide them with
information about any volatile organic
compounds being used.
-AB 158 (Roybal-Allard) (Chapter
1209, Statutes of 1991) allows local air
districts to deny emission permits to
applicants which have a long history of
failure to comply with permit conditions and other air quality regulations.
Other bills supported by Sierra Club
and signed by the Governor include the
following:
-SB 550 (Petris) (Chapter 1228, Statutes of 1991) and AB 1742 (Hayden)
(Chapter 1227, Statutes of 1991) establish deadlines for pesticide registrants
to comply with the Birth Defect Prevention Act of 1984 by filling "data
gaps" on the health effects of pesticides. If the registrant does not comply
with the deadlines, it will face cancellation of its right to sell or use the pesticide in California.
-SB 831 (Mello) (Chapter 480, Statutes of 1991) and AB 281 (Filante)
(Chapter 477, Statutes of 1991)
reauthorize until 1997 the endangered
species voluntary tax form check-off
program, which raises over $5 million
annually for protection of threatened or
endangered wildlife.
-SB 514 (Marks) (Chapter 821, Statutes of 1991) reauthorizes and increases
by $5 the fee for the Environmental
License Plate program.
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-SB 48 (Thompson) (Chapter 766,
Statutes of 199 1),AB 151 (Katz) (Chapter 763, Statutes of 1991), and SB 152
(Killea) (Chapter 767, Statutes of 1991)
require the state to strengthen its regulation of the transportation of hazardous materials by rail. The bills require
the Public Utilities Commission to develop stricter rail safety regulations and
compel railroad companies to pay for
the PUC's hiring of new safety experts
to perform inspections and enforce the
new regulations. The bills call for new
spill response planning, training, and
personnel, so toxic spills can be swiftly
and completely cleaned up.
Several other bills supported by the
Sierra Club were not successful this year,
including the following:
-SB 260 (Hart), which would have
allowed courts to impose probation on
corporations which repeatedly commit
environmental crimes, violate antitrust
laws, or perpetrate consumer productrelated offenses, was vetoed by Governor Wilson on October 13.
-SB 711 (Lockyer), which would prevent parties in litigation from agreeing
to seal court files which contain important public health and safety information without notifying the appropriate
regulatory agencies, is pending in the
Senate inactive file.
-SB 1212 (Rosenthal), which would
have required specified percentages of
the new motor vehicles purchased in
California in 1993, 1994, and thereafter
to be low-emission or alternative fuel
vehicles, was vetoed on October 4.
In its July Legislative Agenda, the
Sierra Club noted that the Walt Disney
Company has shelved SB 1062 (Maddy)
until 1992. The bill would exempt
Disney from the Coastal Act of 1976,
enabling it to dredge and fill 250 acres
of open coastal waters in Long Beach
for an amusement park. While praising
the stiff opposition raised by environmental groups and Senators Dan
McCorquodale and Henry Mello, the
Club warned that "SB 1062 is by no
means dead."
TURN (TOWARD UTILITY
RATE NORMALIZATION)
625 Polk St., Suite 403
San Francisco,CA 94102
(415) 929-8876
Toward Utility Rate Normalization
(TURN) is a nonprofit advocacy group
with approximately 50,000 members
throughout California. About one-third
of its membership resides in southern
California. TURN represents its members, comprised of residential and small

business consumers, in electrical, natural gas, and telephone utility rate proceedings before the Public Utilities
Commission (PUC), the courts, and federal regulatory and administrative agencies. The group's staff also provides
technical advice to individual legislators and legislative committees, occasionally taking positions on legislation.
TURN has intervened in about 200 proceedings since its founding in 1973.
MAJOR PROJECTS:
In its July Inside Line newsletter,
TURN updated readers on the arguments
made in evidentiary hearings before the
PUC on the telephone companies' request to offer "Caller ID" and other
optional phone services. (See CRLR Vol.
11, No. 3 (Summer 1991) pp. 43 and
192; Vol. 11, No. 2 (Spring 1991) pp. 4 0
and 175; and Vol. 11, No. 1 (Winter
1991) pp. 36 and 145 for background
information on Caller ID.) The
evidentiary hearings, which began on
June 26, allow the PUC's administrative law judge (ALJ) to hear arguments
for and against the proposed new services, and to consider alternative proposals. TURN noted that the controversial proposal has elicited participation
by diverse consumer groups, many of
which have never participated in PUC
proceedings before.
The phone companies which seek to
offer the services-Pacific Bell, Contel,
and GTE of California-propose to offer Caller ID with free per-call blocking, which requires the caller to enter a
special multi-digit code before dialing
each call in order to shield his/her number from disclosure. Numerous parties,
including the California Bankers Clearing House Association, the PUC's Division of Ratepayer Advocates, and the
Department of Consumer Affairs, urge
that Caller ID be prohibited unless the
phone companies are required to offer
free per-line blocking, which automatically blocks phone number disclosure
on all calls made from that line.
A long-time opponent of Caller ID,
TURN argues that (1) Caller ID should
not be offered in California; (2) if the
PUC permits it to be offered, consumers should be given a choice of free perline blocking or free per-call blocking,
with per-line blocking as the default
option; and (3) Call Trace should be
offered free of charge to all customers
as a part of basic service, with a $1
charge per activation. Call Trace enables customers who receive a harassing or abusive call to dial a special code
which immediately signals the phone
company's computer to record the number, date, and time of the call. This
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information can then be released to law
enforcement officials to be used as evidence in prosecuting abusive callers.
TURN believes Call Trace is far superior to the existing cumbersome Call
Trap procedure that the companies are
proposing to offer with Caller ID, and
objects to the "outrageous prices" the
companies want to charge for Call Trace.
According to Inside Line, the phone
company applicants acknowledge that
the prices they wish to charge for Call
Trace "are significantly higher than the
cost of providing the service, but argue
that a high price is necessary to discourage abuse." TURN responds that as
monopoly providers of a public service,
telephone companies have an obligation to provide all of their customers
with the simplest, most efficient means
of dealing with the problem of harassing callers.
TURN also alerted members to the
pendency of SB 232 (Rosenthal) and
AB 314 (Moore), both of which would
require any telephone company which
offers Caller ID to also offer free perline blocking. (See CRLR Vol. 11, No.
3 (Summer 1991) p. 4 3 for background
information.) Both bills were stalled in
the Assembly at year's end, and will be
revisited in January.
In its Fall newsletter, TURN warned
ratepayers that they may be in for an
unpleasant surprise in the near future,
because Pacific Bell and other local exchange carriers (LECs)-which currently enjoy a monopoly in providing
local toll service (or so-called
"intraLATA service")-may soon be
subject to competition in that service
area. Twenty-two states already allow
such competition; a PUC ALJ recommended that California permit it in a
1990 proposed decision (see CRLR Vol.
11, No. I (Winter 1991) p. 35 and Vol.
10, No. 4 (Fall 1990) pp. 179-80 for
background information); and another
PUC ALJ opined on July 24 that
intraLATA calls are currently priced too
high and should be substantially lowered. TURN believes that if the PUC
decides to lower toll rates and/or allow
competition in the provision of local
toll service, the phone companies will
seek a substantial increase in basic residential rates to make up for the lost
revenue.
On September 23, Pacific Bell became the first LEC to position itself
for the inevitable, by petitioning the
PUC for a 30% reduction in toll charges
and a 60% increase in residential service rates. Specifically, PacBell seeks
to raise its basic residential rate from
the current $8.35 per month to $13.35
per month over a three-year period.

TURN Executive Director Audrie
Krause called the proposal "outrageous," contending that basic phone
service may become unaffordable for a
large segment of the California population. Krause and TURN attorney Tom
Long noted that the plan to lower toll
rates is more likely to benefit businesses
that make a high volume of local toll
calls; residential customers, on the other
hand, may not make enough toll calls
to offset their higher service charges.
TURN called on the PUC to consider
raising rates for other services that
would not have as great an impact on
residential customers, and urged
ratepayers to attend one of fifteen statewide public hearings scheduled by the
PUC throughout October and November on the issue.
On May 31, Southern California Gas
Company closed twelve branch offices,
overriding vigorous protests by a coalition of civic, labor, and consumer
groups. Twenty-five additional branches
from San Luis Obispo to El Centro will
be closed as well, according to TURN.
In response to an emergency motion
filed with the PUC by the Utility Workers of America (UWA), with support
from TURN, the Commission has asked
the gas company to halt further closures
until the group's complaint is resolved.
TURN insists the branch office closures are devastating to many customers who rely on the offices for special
assistance with payments, explanations
of accounting or rate formulas, or emergency payments to prevent service shutoffs. Many customers who use branch
offices are low-income, elderly, or nonEnglish-speaking residents who may not
have access to a telephone or a checking account, and who pay their gas bills
in cash. For these customers, the branch
offices provide an essential service.
TURN's Audrie Krause said the gas
company wants to see savings by the
branch closures, but customers are not
likely to see any rate reductions to make
up for the loss of the offices. She questioned whether SoCal Gas can justify
the "economics" of closing the branches
since it has made or exceeded its permitted rate of return for the past eight
years. Even if all 36 branches were
closed, the total savings would only
amount to the company's profits for one
day, according to the UWA.
In September, TURN encouraged its
members and supporters to urge Governor Wilson to sign SB 1041 (Roberti),
which would allow TURN and other
groups to appeal PUC decisions to state
appellate courts, rather than solely to
the California Supreme Court. Governor Wilson vetoed SB 1041 on October
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3. The bill had strong opposition from
the PUC and utility companies.
On July 1, TURN's grant from the
PUC's Telecommunications Education
Trust (TET) was renewed for another
year. (See CRLR Vol. 10, No. 1 (Winter
1990) p. 35 for background information.) As a third-year grantee, TURN
will continue to publish its Inside Line
newsletter every other month, and conduct training seminars to educate TET
grantee groups and other interested organizations about telecommunications
issues. TURN will also expand and
maintain its TET depository, which
houses the educational materials of all
TET-funded groups.
Over the summer, TURN participated
with PacBell, GTE, UCAN, and the PUC
in attempting to resolve a problem related
to the deregulation of inside telephone
wiring, which is now the customer's responsibility to maintain and repair. The
groups reached a settlement which emphasizes PacBell's duty to educate consumers on diagnosing phone problems
and their repair options (see infra report
on UCAN for details). TURN also supported SB 841 (Rosenthal), which specifies that telephone inside wiring is a "fixture" (as is plumbing and electrical wiring), such that landlords are responsible
for maintaining inside wiring on rental
premises. Governor Wilson signed SB
841 on October 13 (Chapter 1001, Statutes of 1991).

UCAN (UTILITY CONSUMERS'
ACTION NETWORK)
1717 Kettner Blvd., Suite 105
San Diego, CA 92101
(619) 696-6966
Utility Consumers' Action Network
(UCAN) is a nonprofit advocacy group
supported by 52,000 San Diego Gas
and Electric Company (SDG&E) residential and small business ratepayers.
UCAN focuses upon intervention before the California Public Utilities
Commission (PUC) on issues which directly impact San Diego ratepayers.
UCAN also assists individual ratepayers
with complaints against SDG&E and
offers its informational resources to San
Diegans.
UCAN was founded in 1983 after
receiving permission from the PUC to
place inserts in SDG&E billing packets.
These inserts permitted UCAN to attract a large membership within one
year. The insert privilege has been suspended as a result- of a United States
Supreme Court decision limiting the
content of such inserts.
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UCAN began its advocacy in 1984.
Since then, it has intervened in
SDG&E's 1985 and 1988 General Rate
Cases; 1984, 1985, 1986, and 1989 Energy Cost Adjustment Clause proceedings; the San Onofre cost overrun hearings; and SDG&E's holding company
application. Between 1988 and 1991,
UCAN devoted much of its time and
effort to challenging the proposed takeover of SDG&E by Southern California
Edison Company (SCE). On May 8,
1991, the PUC unanimously rejected
the merger proposal.
MAJOR PROJECTS:
Following UCAN's momentous victory in defeating the takeover of SDG&E
by SCE, UCAN will continue to watchdog the local utility by intervening in its
upcoming Energy Cost Adjustment
Clause proceeding and the General Rate
Case which SDG&E was expected to
file in November. UCAN will also monitor the Pacific Bell rate case in which
the phone company is seeking to raise
basic residential service rates by 60%.
UCAN will urge its members to oppose
the PacBell rate increase and to attend
public hearings on the matter which will
be scheduled throughout the fall and
winter. (See supra report on TURN for
background information on PacBell's
rate increase request.)
In August, UCAN participated in a
settlement conference with SDG&E and
city, county, and federal officials, which
resulted in the parties' agreement to a
$61.4 million rate increase for the utility during 1992. SDG&E had requested
a $78 million increase, but the amount
was pared during negotiations between
the company and its opponents. The
increase could be reduced by another
$25 million if the PUC grants SDG&E
the right to sell underground mineral
fields in Imperial Valley to a geothermal company. The increase covers the
costs of services to an expanded customer base, inflation, greater environmental protection costs, and expenses
associated with the San Onofre nuclear
plant, of which SDG&E is a part owner.
According to UCAN Executive Director Michael Shames, the 1992 rate increase is the earliest ever agreed upon
by the utility and its opponents.
Also in August, SDG&E released its
Biennial Resource Plan Update, which
includes $1 billion in proposed plant
improvements to upgrade or "repower"
two of its electrical generating units in
north San Diego County, and one unit at
its South Bay facility. The repowering
involves installation of new power units
with improved natural gas technology
designed to reduce air emissions and
4

increase efficiency of the plant.
SDG&E's plan, which is required to be
submitted by the state, details how the
company plans to meet customer power
demands over the next twelve years.
UCAN will be closely analyzing the
SDG&E plan and commenting on it,
especially where proposed rate increases
are involved.
In its resource plan, the company
claims that it needs 1,600 megawatts of
new power capacity added to its current
output of 3,000 megawatts. SDG&E
estimates that its customer base will
increase from the current one million
customers to about 1.35 million by
2000-a 2% annual growth rate. The
company said it will need to increase
customer rates by only 5% per yearabout the rate of inflation. The increased
capacity will involve the repowering or
replacement of natural gas turbines with
new, larger (from 150 to 450 megawatts
each), and more efficient units. A 300megawatt gas unit would also be built
by 2003 on land SDG&E owns in
Blythe, and a 50-megawatt unit will be
constructed in Imperial Valley. The company is also interested in building a
desalination plant using waste power
plant heat and excess electricity for sea
water purification at its South Bay facility in conjunction with the San Diego
County Water Authority.
In an effort to expedite the desalination project, SDG&E and the Water
Authority backed AB 1013 (Peace), a
bill that would exempt the project from
some state regulations, including competitive bidding requirements. UCAN
and the Independent Power Producers
Association of Sacramento opposed the
bill, insisting the bill would set a dangerous precedent. The PUC also opposed the bill. AB 1013 was vetoed by
Governor Wilson on October 9.
During the summer, UCAN joined
TURN and other groups in opposing
the new "Caller ID" service, for which
phone companies are seeking approval.
(See CRLR Vol. 11, No. I (Winter 1991)
p. 36 for background information.)
UCAN testified before the Commission
that Caller ID is an invasion of privacy,
and advocated the position that customers should have the choice of "per-line"
blocking so that their phone number is
automatically concealed on all calls
made. UCAN insisted that if the PUC
approves Caller ID, it should require
the phone companies to offer per-line
blocking free of charge. At this writing,
the PUC has not announced a decision
on Caller ID.
UCAN also worked with PacBell,
GTE, TURN, and the PUC in attempting to resolve a problem uncovered by

UCAN and the Center for Public Interest Law (CPIL) regarding telephone inside wiring. For the past year, UCAN
and CPIL have engaged in a consumer
education project on inside wiring issues funded by the PUC's Telecommunications Education Trust. (See CRLR
Vol. 11, No. I (Winter 1991) p. 36 for
background information.) In the course
of that study, the groups found that
PacBell was charging a $35 "trip charge"
to go to a ratepayer's home and diagnose whether a telephone problem was
in the inside wiring (for which the
ratepayer is now responsible) or the outside wiring (for which PacBell is responsible). In response to complaints
by UCAN, CPIL, and TURN, PacBell
has agreed to drop the $35 trip charge in
favor of a plan which educates consumers about their inside wire repair options. Under the proposed settlement
(which is awaiting approval by the PUC
at this writing), the phone company representative who receives the request for
repair will instruct the consumer how to
diagnose the exact problem, and inform
the customer of his/her options for repair. If the customer chooses to have
PacBell perform the repair work, the
repair person will disclose the charges
to the customer prior to beginning the
work. Customers who subscribe to
PacBell's per-month inside wire repair
plan will not be charged for any diagnostic or repair service.
UCAN
supported
SB
841
(Rosenthal), which was signed by Governor Wilson on October 13 (Chapter
1001, Statutes of 1991). The bill specifies that telephone inside wiring is a
"fixture" (as is plumbing and electrical
wiring), such that landlords are responsible for maintaining inside wiring on
rental premises.
Over the summer, UCAN's Board of
Directors agreed to permit the advocacy group to expand beyond its traditional focus on gas, electric, and telephone utility issues, and to represent
the public interest in insurance issues.
UCAN plans to intervene in Department of Insurance rate regulation proceedings and engage in public education on insurance issues. UCAN's summer/fall Watchdog newsletter featured
a survey on insurance rates which reveals wide disparities in premiums by
zip code, in spite of the fact that Proposition 103 ended "territorial rating" by
insurance companies.
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